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Preamble
It is easy to misunderstand the preoccupation of the bedouin with litigation. Writing on
the Çuqaydåt tribe in eastern Syria, Richard Trench says that “Like all Arabs they
are fond of litigation and as it is an amusement they can now indulge in cheaply it
forms one of their pastimes” (Trench 1996, I: 708). Another British officer wrote of the
Sinai bedouin that “he has no amusements, pastimes, or interests in life except
lawsuits” (Jarvis 1932: 24-5). John Bagot Glubb said the very same thing about
©azuw; he wrote “war sometimes seemed little more than a sport, which provided the
color and excitement needed to counteract the monotony of the pastoral life” (Glubb
1960: 30). We can accept these observations to show the extent to which such
activities as raiding and litigation predominate in bedouin society, but the
explanation they give for this predominance is too naive and simplistic to be useful
and acceptable. We have to ask: Is litigation really just an amusement? Or is it, as
Frank Stewart says “a serious business” (Stewart 2006: 239)? To answer this question
and help rehabilitate our conception of customary law, we have to look at it as a
functioning social institution and put it in its wider cultural and historical context.
Furthermore, we have to look at it as a key element in the constant tension between
baduw and ˙a∂ar, and the chronic conflict between tribe and state. We have to keep
reminding ourselves that customary law was originally formulated in a purely tribal
setting, so, it is only natural that it would look unfit and superfluous when the tribe
is assimilated into a state organization.
When we look into the legal institutions of tribal society, we have to be cognizant of the
fact that tribal culture is predominantly oral. At the oral stage of human cultural
development, the various institutions comprising the total sociocultural complex tend
to intertwine with each other in a way that would help memory deduce and recall the
whole through daily encounters with the various individual components. Appendices
and additionals that are not strongly glued to and fused into the cultural totality are
not recalled frequently enough and soon drop from public memory and disappear
from verbal circulation. This tight integration projected on the cultural ground
mirrors the interconnectedness of oral mnemonic structure. We cannot subject tribal
modes of organization which tend towards amalgamation to the standards of
scriptural values and norms of urban state societies with their tendency to
differentiate and separate even the inseparable, from the separation of the
continuous sound of oral speech into discrete separate letters up to the dissection of
the cell and splitting of the atom, let alone social institutions and political functions.
The intricate interconnectedness of the various socio-politico-economic institutions of
tribal existence makes tribal culture appear, to someone foreign to it and looking at it
from the outside, like a disorderly formless mass. Such form of cultural organization
makes it difficult to disentangle the various cultural components and separate them
into well bounded and clearly demarcated independent organs. The enmeshment of
socio-politico-economic aspects in tribal organization makes it quite a delicate
operation to separate legal from other institutions, and this would be an impossible
task to perform without considering, at least in the back of one’s mind, the whole
tribal cultural setting. If you were to write up a comprehensive and coherent tribal
legal code, you really have to cull it in bits and pieces from the various components of
tribal culture and tribal lore. This is specially true since every aspect of bedouin life,
according to Frank Stewart,“is -or was until recently- regulated by customary Law”
(Stewart 2006: 240). We need the trained eyes and methodological tools of the
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specialists to extricate the various institutions and analyze the rules of tribal living,
just as a linguist, through his linguistic methods, can discover the rules of tribal
dialects from a linguistic corpus. We have to train ourselves and retrace our mental
steps back to that sociocultural stage when social organization was tightly knit and
the whole cultural inventory was committed to memory through oral communication,
when every cultural bit, through mutual connections, justifies and explains the other
bits. As learned urbanites, we need mentally to cross the cultural divide separating
our scriptural settled culture from the nomadic oral culture and we must transcend
the taboos and biases accumulated through the centuries by written state history and
inculcated into the thinking of urban masses by their very own way of settled
existence and system of education. Furthermore, we have to keep in mind that
human behavior, no matter how disorderly it looks on the surface to the untrained
eye, is in fact rule governed in its deeper structure. The trick is how to discover the
underlying rules of this deeper structure and how to fit them together.
∆arîçah and farîçah
The difference between baduw and ˙a∂ar is not just a difference between pastoral mode
of production and agricultural or commercial mode. It is an incompatibility between
oral and written modes of thought and, above that, a difference between tribal
organization and state organization. The conflict between tribe and state is bolstered
by writing and consolidated by religious ideology. Urban mentality sees in desert life
only disorder and lawlessness in every respect. To someone trained in grammar
school, for instance, tribal dialects are considered deformities in that they do not
adhere to the rules of the written fuß˙a of the holy Quran as synthesized by the
ancient grammarians. By the same train of thought, oral tribal customary laws are
evaluated against the standards of scriptural theological canons of settled
communities, the ∆arîçah rules as formulated by the fuqahå÷. Furthermore, it is clear
from examining some provisions in customary law that in its pristine conception it
was meant to operate under the living conditions of migratory nomadic tribes. If we
look, for example, to the provision of majla which demands, in the case of a serious
offense, the quitting of the offender and his group to a distant foreign tribe, or the
provision of wsågih which means the distraint of the herds of an offender, we can see
that such stipulations cannot operate in a settled community with fixed abodes and
fixed assets.
The difference between tribe and state is no more apparent than in their respective
legal systems, which reflects the tension between these two modes of organization.
Countries where bedouins constitute a significant percentage of the population, as is
the case, for example, of Saudi Arabia, and, consequently, tribal authority presents a
major challenge to state authority, the tendency is toward an outright rejection of
tribal customary law. On the other hand, countries where the bedouin population is
marginal, as in Mesopotamia and the Levant, there seems to be a sort of modus
vivendi between tribal law and state law (Stewart 2006: 270ff). However, there are
still some practices in customary law like giving asylum dxålih or distraint al-wsågih
which contradict the principle of state authority and the rule of law. In the tug of war
between state and tribe over the centuries, when the state gains ground it applies the
∆ariçah throughout its domain. But at times when the state disintegrates, tribal law
extends even to settled agricultural communities who reassert their tribal affiliation
and revert back to tribal customary law. At such times of political vacuum resulting
from state disintegration, the commercial elites of the settled communities knew
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tribal laws well enough to negotiate peacefully their commercial roots, which
intertwine tribal territories (see the appendix). The ÷îlåf paid by the Quraishi
merchants to the nomadic tribes in the ancient times before the establishment of the
Islamic state is the same as the xuwwah paid later by the ‘Uqayl and Qaßîmi
merchants through the office of the tribal refîg, xawiyy, a prominent member in his
lineage who guarantees safe passage of strangers through his tribal territory for a
fee.
In the political sphere, the state is supposed to supersede the tribe and in the legal
sphere the ∆arîçah, with its source in sacred written texts, is supposed to abrogate
tribal customary law, with its source in oral secular precedents. Tribal practices
condemned by the ∆arîçah are condoned by customary law and considered legitimate
and proper subjects for litigation. These include, among other things, raiding and
booty from raiding, precluding women from inheritance, marriage by elopement, the
ta˙jîr of bint al-çamm , marrying a divorced woman right after divorce without
allowing for the passing of the çiddah period, not to speak of collective responsibility
and collective liability which violate the quranic dictum: wa-la tazirü wåziratan wizra
÷uxra. Tribal judges are not called by the respectable name of çawårif or qu∂åt by
state judges. They are called †awå©ît because they judge not according to God’s laws
ya˙kumüna bi-©ayri ma anzala allåh.
Politically, it is thought legitimate for a city state to subjugate and extend its
hegemony over neighboring tribes, but it is thought irregular that a tribe should
control villages in the neighborhood of its territory and exchange with the villagers
military defense for submission. The state calls its wars jihåd but calls tribal wars
©azuw, and justifies itself in extracting taxes from people, by calling such taxes zakåt,
while, at the same time, it is thought illegitimate for the tribe to levy xuwwah and
other tributes on people passing through tribal territory and benefiting from the
services of the tribe and the resources of its territory. The state, in its ideological
struggle with the tribal mode of political organization, tries to codify and accumulate
such biases into writing which gives them permanence, sanctity, authority and moral
force.
Just as the state differs from the tribe with regard to the basis from which each draws
the legitimacy of its political authority and power, so does ∆arîçah and farîçah (i. e.
çurf ) differ from one another with regard to the preparation of judges and the
ultimate source from which each draws its legal authority. Preparation for the office
of ∆arîçah judges takes place formally in religious schools, while the office of tribal
judge is usually hereditary in the same family, such as ibn Jandal, al-Gaçgåç, and ibn
Du©mi in al-jlås group and a†-ˇayyår in the beni Wahab group of the Çanazah
confederacy and ibn Íwé† from a∫-¸efîr. Furthermore, in customary law, there are
specialists whose judicial profeciency is circumscribed to certain types of cases only,
such as manåœç ad-damm who judge in cases related to murder and physical injuries
or manå∆id who judge in cases related to honor and sexual offences and there are
specialists who judge in mgallidåt cases, i. e. disputes related to women and horses
(Çabbådi 1982: 265-72, Çårif 2004: 59-64, abu Óassån 1987: 96-108, 115-9, Ôuqayr
1916: 398-400). In customary law, a case with no precedent is said to be tålfih ma
laha sålfih or hamîlih ma laha mi¥îlih. Not any judge can adjudicate a case of this
kind. Only higher rank judges called manåhi, manå∆id, migå†ç al-˙agg or g∫åt algal†ih are authorized to judge novel cases and thus establish precedents. This
merging of the legislative and the judiciary is one of the unique features of customary
law (Çabbådi 1982: 264-5, Óasanayn 1967: 325, abu Óassån 1987: 110).
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Customary Law is Secular and Ritualistic
Tribal law differs from ∆arîçah in that it is purely secular, yet it is more ritualistic in its
procedures. First of all, the initial presentation of the case by both plaintiff and
defendant as well as oaths and final judgment are usually stated in rhythmic
formulaic language. For example, to ask someone to tell the truth you address him
thus: ˙å††aha fi ∆ilîlik w-ma ja min ˙alîlik w-fi bi∆ark w-ma ja min ƒikark w-fi l- bil
zénåt al-˙alîb wa-l-xél na¥¥åråt as-sibîb w-ba-l-mirih w-ma tijîb “I ask you by your
garment and what your spouse begets, by your skin and what comes out of your
penis, by the camels with nourishing milk and the horses which spread out the hair of
their tails and by the woman and what she bears” or ˙å††aha lik ba-l-far∆ w-taßçad lal-çar∆, in ˚imétaha ti∫irrik w-in a∫hartaha tisirrik. “by the ground below and the
heavens above if you conceal it it will hurt you but if you reveal it it will hearten you”.
To extract a confession, find the truth, establish evidence, or ascertain any fact in the
case, judges and litigants resort to bi∆çah by fire or ask one of the litigants or
witnesses to swear various ritualistic oaths (Ôuqayr 1916: 401-2), none of which is
considered valid and acceptable in a ∆arîçah court. These include the oaths of a∆∆amlah wa-n-namlah, of al-msabbaçah and of al-˙zåm. The oath of a∆-∆amlah wa-nnamlah is described by Burckhart (1831, 1: 129) and abu Óassån (1984: 172). almsabbaçah is described also by Burckhart (1831, 1: 127-8) and Musil (1928: 430). It is
a big circle with seven crossed lines inside of it drawn with the saber and the swearer
gets inside it and performs the oath. Also, Çabbådi (1983: 122-127) describes several
kinds of oaths. The bi∆çah, licking of hot iron, is well known and documented in the
various sources (Çabbådi 1983: 137-164, Çårif 2004: 100-105, abu Óassån 1983: 193200, Burckhart 1831, 1: 121-2). The bi∆çah is resorted to in serious cases because it is
believed that it will scare him who is not scared of God txîf min la yaxåf allah, hence
the saying ma çigb an-når miçyår there is no blame left after licking the fire, meaning
that a case decided by this method is closed. A defendant who is found guilty by
applying this method is called maw©üf or wi©î¥.
Any of the above oaths is called ad-dîn al-liwiyyih ga††åçt aƒ-ƒirriyyih, meaning “the
serious oath the breaking of which would destroy the breaker’s offspring.” It is
remarkable that most of the props used in such oaths are symbols of sexual organs or
items related to fertility and abundance, perhaps relics of primitive natural religion.
For example, al-˙zåm oath is uttered while holding a man’s belt, the belt signifying
the sexual organ of the man. Musil thinks the belt signifies the wife because it is laid
aside when the man goes to sleep with his wife ( 1928: 430). But I think it signifies
the penis which is improper for the seeker of protection or performer of the oaths to
hold. There is another oath which is uttered while holding a twig of grass and saying
w-˙agg al-çüd wa-r-rabb al-maçbüd. Also, the oath of a∆-∆amlih wa-n-namlih consists
of a circle in which is put a namlih, an ant, and a ∆amlih, the cloth pouch wrapped
around the camel’s udder to prevent her weaned calf from suckling her. It is clear
that the ∆amlih indicates fertility and abundance but there is disagreement regarding
the significance of the ant (Çabbådi 1983: 124, Burckhardt 1831, 1: 129). Another
oath goes like this: w -˙agg h-l-çi∆bih al-malwiyyih wa-l-˚åƒib ma luh ƒirriyyih “I
swear by this twisted twig of grass and if I lie I would be deprived of progeny”. Such
oaths are taken very seriously and it is believed that the breaking of an oath would
bring doom on the perpetrator, but the feared punishment is worldly and not related
to the hereafter (Óasanayn 1967: 320-1). The violator, for example, does not go to hell,
but he suffers in this life and the punishment is mostly related to fertility and
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offspring, another indication of the secular nature of customary law.
Garments also have a ritualistic significance in legal procedures. For example, you
shake the hem of your garment tanfi_ ∆ilîlik or the slit neck opening of your shirt
jébik to absolve yourself, or you spread the lappet of your shirt sleeve redin or the
hem ∆ilîl of your garment or cloak to accept responsibility. Musil says that a bedouin
spreads out his ∆ilîl “to demonstrate that he can bring enough trustworthy witnesses
to substantiate his words” (1928: 428). When a person seeks refuge or protection from
another person he formalizes his request by tying a knot in the end of the lappet of
that other person’s headdress or shirt (abu Óassån 1987: 230), hence the person
offering protection is called mçagüd ar - redin . We have already pointed out the
symbolic significance of the belt al-˙zåm.
Another manifestation of the ritualistic nature of customary law is the way through
which the nature and limits of the case are determined. This is a process called dafn
al-˙aßa (burying stones) and gar† al-˙aßa (throwing away of stones). You bury a stone
to indicate agreement to take the case to a court of law. You also put a stone for every
issue you want to bring to the judge and throw away tagri† a stone for every issue you
want to exclude. Deciding the judge qualified to look into the case is a process called
xa†† al-x†ü† (drawing of lines). The plaintiff draws a line representing the judge he
wishes to look into the case and the defendant draws another line representing the
judge he wishes to look into the case and the plaintiff draws a third line for a third
judge. The process could be done in reverse in that the defendant draws the first line.
The choice of these three judges is determined to a large extent by the nature of the
case and how each of the litigants view it. Then two of the three lines are eliminated
by either extension or crossing them out, one by the plaintiff and one by the
defendant. But before any of the litigants crosses a line he demands of the other to
name his guarantor (Çabbådi 1982: 301-2, 324-5, abu Óassån 1987: 142-5). The
remaining judge is the one who looks into the case. If the looser wishes to appeal the
sentence far∫ of the first judge, he goes to the judge he eliminated from the initial
three. If the sentence of the second judge concurs with that of the first then the case
is closed. If it is different but the other party in the case who won the first time but
lost on the second time wishes to appeal he can go to the judge whom he himself
eliminated initially. The sentence of the third judge is final and can not be appealed.
Appeal is called søm a-˙agg. Actually, these are complicated processes which are well
described in the literature (abu Óassån 1987: 143-4, 147-9) .
A legal case is called †låbih , and the plaintiff is †ålib and defendant is ma†lüb . For
looking into the case, the judge charges a fee called rizgah paid either by the winner
of the case, called rizgat al-mistarr (the gladened) or by the looser, called rizgat almib†il or rizgih bå†üliyyih. There are also other kinds of rizgah (Çårif 2004: 61). Any
witness called to testify in the case is also paid a fee for taking the trouble to come
bidal çanwetuh. For his testimony to be valid and acceptable, the witness must be a
worthy man tigiyyin nigiyy tdawwir çala çébin fîh ma tiltigi, he could appeal to his
sheikh or a respectable member of his community to vouch for him yzakkîh. The case
always opens with the plaintiff stating his case. This initial pleading ˙ijjih is called
mwarridah , but he reserves the right to give a second pleading called msannidah
after hearing the defendant’s pleading, hence the saying al-middiçi ßå˙ib ˙ijjitén “the
plaintiff has the right to plead twice” (Óasanayn 1967: 303-4). The winner of the case
is called fålij and the looser is maflüj. If either of the disputants fails to appear in
court on the appointed date for no compelling reason, he looses the case.
The responsibilities of the tribal judge end with the passing of judgment; he has no
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power whatsoever to enforce his judgment and the execution of the judgment is not
up to him nor up to the tribal sheikh. In tribal political organization central
authority, if it ever existed, is limited in scope. The office of a tribal sheikh functions
mainly to mobilize tribal members for migration and seasonal movement after
pasture or for wars and raids and as a redistribution center of tribal resources. The
sheikh also regulates the relationship between his tribe and the outside world,
including other tribes. He is the only one entitled to wage war or sue for peace with
other tribes. But, unlike the office of sultan or khalifah, it is not the function of the
sheikh to enforce the law and maintain public order and protect tribal members. This
is also one of the reasons why tribal law has no provision for imprisonment or
corporeal punishment. The judge may, on occasion, pronounce a sentence with
corporeal punishment, but this is merely notional and never carried out. Instead, it is
commuted to a payment of some sort to the injured party (Óarbi 1416 A. H: 121-128,
abu Óassån 1983: 67). There are prices set for every type of corporeal punishment,
just as there are fixed prices for every sort of physical injury assessed usually by
special judges called gaßßåßîn (Óasanayn 1967: 327).
To give effectiveness and force to their law procedures in the absence of law
enforcement, the bedouin resort to the institution of guarantor kifîl. The two opposing
parties in a legal case, plaintiff †ålib and defendant ma†lüb , each is required to
present the other with a guarantor who guarantees in the case of the defendant that
he will appear in court and that he will abide by the judgement of the court, this is
called kifîl al-wifa, and in the case of the plaintiff that he will hold his peace while the
case is in progress, this is called kifîl ad-difa (Çabbådi 1982: 90, 221, Stewart 1994:
91). In either case, the kifîl guarantees his makfül against ©ébih “absence from court
on the appointed date” or hébih “reluctance to pay any expenses incurred by the
case”. This system of guarantee also insures against al-hab∆ wa-n-nab∆ or al-çagb wan-nagb, that is once the verdict is accepted by both sides, it is carried out and that
none of them should follow up or stir up the same case again or look into new excuses
to renew his claim (Óarbi 1416 A. H: 106). The guarantor is a respectable man of
dignity, rank and social standing, all of which the bedouin refer to as “his face” wajh.
By agreeing to guarantee another man the guarantor is in a way pledging his face,
his rank and reputation, his good name in assurance that whatever promises are
undertaken will be realized.
Tribal judges constitute a continuation of the office of the kåhin. Unlike a ∆arîçah judge
whose knowledge comes from books and study, the tribal judge, like a kåhin, relies on
his native intuition and insight. There are many stories in classical and in vernacular
Arabic literature extolling the keen intelligence of judges which put them on par with
seers and soothsayers (Óarbi 1416 A. H: 152-161, 235, Óasanayn 1967: 290, 325-6). A
classical line of poetry says:
waminhum ˙akamun yaq∂i // fala yunqa∂u ma yaq∂î.

The position of judge is very demanding mentally. He has to have the necessary
acumen and shrewdness to resolve very knotty cases and come up with ingenious
clever judgments to deliver the litigants from difficult situations (appendix ## 14, 15,
16). He usually pronounces his judgments in orphic utterances with rhythmic
cadence, like sajç al-kuhhån, which make them easy to remember but ambiguous to
interpret with different levels of signification (appendix # 14).
Poetry and Customary Law
Here might be the place to present further proof of the connection between customary
law and other aspects of bedouin culture, namely poetry. There has always been in
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the back of the mind of the classicists a connection between the kåhin and the poet in
that they both rely on jinn for their inspiration and foresight, which we may
understand to mean genius and intelligence. The initial presentation of a legal case is
usually given in rhymed prose, which brings it very close to poetry. Poets and
litigants both rely on lucidity, verbal deftness, and adroitness in the use of language
to persuade and sway opinion. Because of their gifts in the use of language, poets are
not only the best lawyers in tribal courts but their poetic lines could be quoted as
judgments and precedents in very difficult cases. Examples of this are many but the
most oft quoted are one line by Xalaf abu Zwayyid from Ôammar, which says:

la ßår lik ∫éfin w xålaf çala jår // çazz allah innik †ålçin min sawådah

and two lines by Rmé˙ al-Xme∆i from Çnezih which says:

gißîrina ma ˙i∆mitih çindina yøm // yizîd maç zåyid snînih wigårih
çifu a∫-∫ahar manfühn illa mn al-gøm // gømin taxal† jmårina maç jmårih

Poetry abounds with legal metaphors. This is brought out frequently in poetic
competitions called gal†ih “from gala† ‘to step forward to meet a challenger’” where
two poets step in the malçabah “playground” to exchange poetic retorts. The two
dueling poets compare themselves to fighters in a battlefield or litigants in a law
court. The two competing poets are litigants with xißmah between them, which they
try to work out through adversarial poetic compositions. The duel is viewed as
exchanges of pleading and counter pleading, hence naqå÷i∂ in classical poetry and
fatl w-nag∫ in later poetry. As if the poetic duel were a legal case, one poet twists and
the other untwists, each poet trying to turn around the argument of his opponent to
his own advantage and to the disadvantage of the opponent:
In the final analysis, poetic dueling is a match of wits and an exhibition of
knowledge. In the match, dueling poets view themselves as lawyers or litigants in a
legal dispute daçwa ∆arçiyyih each being the opposing party xaßm of the other.
Every verse from either one of them must be to the point. It must hit the mark,
score. A stray verse or one that is void of significance is called a mere rhyme œårçih.
It is compared to an empty cartridgeçibrüd which cannot fire. A verse which is not
the lid ©a†a or rebuttal xißmah of the one passed by the opponent is useless, no
matter how beautiful it is. Ôléwî˙ b. Ôallå˙ al-M†éri explained it to me this way: “A
poet may deliver good verses with beautiful imagery and embellished language, but
all this is of no avail if his opponent cannot figure out which direction he is heading
for, if he is not good at arguing and refuting (yaftil w-yangi∫).”
The concept of fatl w-nag∫ is crucial in poetic dueling. The word fatl means to plait,
to twine, to twist, and it refers to the tightly argued case advanced by one
contending poet to his opponent. The opponent's refutation or rebuttal is called
nag∫, literally meaning to untwine, to unplait (cf. naqå÷i∂ Jarîr wal-Farazdaq). In
its apparent structure, a dueling match seems to be strands of argumentation and
refutation plaited together and woven into an integrated whole (sowayan 1989:154)
.

Poetry plays a major role in the legal arena. Poets pride themselves for their resolve
and staunchness in the defense of their tribal rights in law courts when pleadings
and counter pleadings are exchanged back and forth between intense, resolute
adversaries like the exchanging of spears and lances in the battlefield. The classical
poet Sålimu b. Wåbißah says:
wa-mawqifin mi¥la ˙addi s-sayfi qumtu bihi // ÷a˙mi ƒ-ƒimåra wa-tarmîni bihi al-˙adaqu
fama zaliqtu wala ÷abdaytu få˙i∆atan// ÷iƒa ar-rijålu çalå ÷am¥ålih zaliqu

Another classical poet by the name of Çåmir al-Xaßafi al-Mu˙åribi says in praising his
people:
wahum yadçamüna l-qawma fî kulli maw†inin // bikulli xa†îbin yatruku l-qawma ku$$ama.
yaqümu fala yaçyå l-kalåma xa†îbuna // ÷iƒa al-karbu ÷ansa al-jibsa ÷an yatakallama.
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fama yasta†îçu n-nåsu çaqdan na∆udduhu // wa-nanqu∂uhu minhum wa÷in kåna mubrama.

Outside court proceedings, a defendant may present his case and ask for assistance in a
poem addressed to a tribal sheikh or a tribal lineage (appendix ## 03, 07, 08).
Lawsuits can drag on for decades, even generations with claims and counter claims
and, like raids and counter raids, they are usually woven into long narratives
interspersed with poetry (appendix # 08). Poets are the guardians of tribal values and
tribal honor and they are the ones whose verses stir up their fellow tribesmen and
prod them to stand up for their rights, hence the saying al-gißîd mi∆åçîb ar-rjål
“poetry is the driving stick of men”. This is the role of the lampoon poetry of hijå÷ and
madî˙, which is another form of sawåd and bayå∫. Poetry in tribal society practically
takes the place of Quran and ˙adî¥ in urban society. It is the fountain of wisdom. It is
called am†ål “parables“ and it provides a model for proper conduct, or, as the saying
goes, it is the best guide for discerning men al-am†ål la-r-rjål aƒ-ƒhana xyår addalåyil.
There are a cluster of rules and a corpus of narratives, poems and traditional sayings
which together constitute what might be called the bedouin legal lore, which is
passed orally, like the knowledge of ansåb or the riwåyah of poetry. Such a corpus of
legal lore is what constitutes sunan al-çarab in classical parlance, or slüm al-çarab in
late tribal parlance (called sawådi among the bedouin of Jordan and sawåni among
the bedouin of Iraq). However, we have to keep in mind that in tribal dialects the
word çarab has various meanings, none of them relates to the modern meaning of
nation. It could refer to the particular people of a certain sheikh or it could refer to
humanity in general, depending on context and usage. In a very subtle way, it
connotes people with full humanity, visa vis brutes and other less human groups.
What make the çarab fully human is their laws, slüm and their language (hence the
verb açraba ‘from Arab’ and çabbara ‘from Hebrew’ “to express, speak up”). Like the
language, the slüm are pantribal. Tribes differ only in small details, just as they can
be said to possess one common language despite some differences in dialects. The
word salm refers to well established, common norms and accepted ways of doing
things. The accepted currency is also called salm . Adhering to the slüm is viewed
with seriousness as expressed in their saying gatç al- x∆üm wala ga†ç as- slüm
meaning that it is tolerable to cut noses but it is not tolerable to violate accepted
norms. In such legal lore, the narrative usually encapsulates the incident, which
serves as legal precedent sålfih while the poem expresses the moral appeal which
instigates the legal action. Repetitive performances, as well as aesthetic merits and
linguistic appeal keep such oral lore circulating, thus contributing to cultural
continuity. They comprise an integral component of the whole corpus of tribal
literature in which they are submerged. Tribal literature is really and truly tribal
ethnography. Whoever is presented with the opportunity of taking a comprehensive
and attentive look into tribal literature will open to himself a wide vista onto the field
of sociocultural research.
Managing Violence Outside the Court
What distinguishes pure settlers from pure nomads is the practice of raiding ©azuw by
the latter. It is in this respect, more than any other, that tribal life is considered
lawless. This outlook stems from an interpretation of raiding merely as a military
activity and not paying due attention to its economic function. Raiding is not so much
a war, but rather a task no different than any other task to be engaged in at certain
seasons of the year, just like tilling the soil and reaping the harvest. The baduw carry
on this activity according to accepted norms slüm. Adhering to such slüm, which I call
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rules of engagement, makes raiding legitimate. These rules of engagement are
practically universal rules adhered to in the main by all tribes, thus they constitute
intertribal (as in international) law. They serve to mitigate intertribal conflict and
check the ©azuw from deteriorating into real slaughterhouse. After all, it is not
economic to kill your opponent or reduce him to nothing. You always leave him with
enough to continue reproducing surplus wealth that you can lift at future time. If
raids constitute the violent and disruptive side of the formula of tribal life, the slüm
constitute the peaceful stabilizing side of the formula, the side that works to preserve
and maintain individual lives and social continuity despite violence.
Bedouin culture does not countenance violence and violence is not an innate trait
specific to the bedouin personality, but it is an inherent structural deficiency of the
tribal organization of the nomadic bedouin tribes, which itself is in turn determined
to some extent by desert ecology and scarcity of natural resources. To curb this
inevitable violence and regulate all aspects of their relations and interactions in war
and in peace, the bedouin tribes improvised through the ages various rules and ethics
which used to regulate and govern the fierce competition over the very limited
resources in the desert environment and served as a deterrent against excessive
bloodshed. Whoever violates these rules and ethics commits treachery bøg, which
blackens his face and makes him subject to defamation and satire hija by the poets.
Raiding has always been an essential component of the bedouin way of life. Its aim was
not to kill but to plunder with the least cost in human life. Whatever blood is shed in
a raid is not intentional but is part of the occupational hazard. Primitive weapons
were not very lethal anyway, but more important was the institution of vengeance,
which served as a deterrent. The kin of the slain will hunt down the killer or any of
his immediate relatives to take revenge, especially since fighting with lance and
sword was done face to face which allowed the killer to be easily seen and known.
Under such circumstances, even if a man were carelessly ruthless, his kin would
restrain him so as not to entangle them in too many blood debts with other tribes,
and if he does not desist they would repudiate him. It is usual practice among the
bedouin as part of the code of honor for the victorious to treat the wounded enemy
and provide the vanquished with food and mounts to go back home. The method of
bedouin combat also allows the endangered person to ask for pardon manç, which is
usually given under the condition that he surrenders his mount and his weapon to
the pursuer and his life will be spared. The one granted manç is called minîç. The
minîç does not yield to his pursuer unless he is sure that the pursuer is strong
enough to protect him from other members of his tribe some of whom might seek the
minîç for revenge and previous blood debts, or the sheikh or some other leading man
in the tribe might have sworn to kill him for some previous serious offence (appendix
# 23). Before surrendering, the pursued enquires mn ana b-wajhuh? Or the pursuer
shouts to him imnaç b-wajh flån “surrender in the face of so and so”. In their wars,
they have manç , but they also have ga†ç “cutting of throats” when the aim is not
booty but revenge:
The institution of manç is a rather complex affair, which serves to grant safety to
captives in warfare. He who grants manç must call out his own name because the
pursued person would want to make sure before surrendering that the man whose
hands he is putting his life in is worthy and capable of carrying out the obligation
of manç; not simply take the mount and weapon of the minîç and do nothing to
protect him. The manç does not apply in case of real enmity. The opposite of manç
is the rhyming word ga†ç, meaning “cutting of throats” (Sowayan 1992: 41).

The purpose of raiding is to steal camels with the least human casualties. The bedouins
call raiding mmåzaç al-wberih or mnåtaf al-wberih . The first two words mmåzaç and
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mnåtaf refer to the same thing, namely to pull from opposite directions, or rather to
snatch back and forth, and al-wberih means a single piece of camel wool, from wabar,
but in this expression it means camels. This refers to rustling camels back and forth
with haste and swiftness. (Calling the camel herds wberih , or even wbérih is like
calling the lance a stick; it is a form of bedouin speech.) There are provisions in
bedouin rules of engagement for retrieving stolen camels peacefully from raiders. For
example, when raiders drive the booty and the plundered tribe does not have enough
force to resist or retrieve their herds, women follow the raiders asking for çigla, the
return of some of their stolen camels, hence the saying al-çigla fød al-banåt “al-çigla
is the booty of ladies”. Furthermore, the owner of stolen camels is entitled to get them
back if any of the raiders, or even any of their relatives, had tasted milk from the
camels on the same day they were stolen, or if the camels were put in the face of a
relative of the raiders or there was some sort of agreement between the owner and a
relative of the raiders (appendix ## 03, 07, 09, 13, 16). This applies not only to
camels, but also to any stolen item, and settled traders who traded their wares with
the bedouin or went to buy camels from them made good use of this rule (appendix ##
06, 09, 10, 12, 16, 18).
There is another more serious form of warfare between tribes called manåx. This is real
war engaged in when one tribe wants to force itself onto the territory of another, in
case, for example, their own territory became desiccated with no pastures for their
herds.:
When one tribe wants to occupy the pastures of another, their chief leads the
whole tribe yißül with all the children, women and possessions to engage the
other tribe in a major battle manåx and take possession of its territory. The
opposing tribes pitch war tents byüt al-˙arb . To strike the war tent of the other side
means the ultimate rout (Sowayan 1992: 44).

But whether it is ©azuw or manåx , a tribe never engages in hostilities against any
other tribe before giving warning and making a formal declaration of war. This
warning they call radd an-niga or radd al-bara
Instead of going to war, a needy tribe, or a section of it or even a single household,
could resort to peaceful means through obtaining the good will of a sheikh or a
leading person of a different tribe by giving him a gift to allow them to graze their
herds in the pastures of his tribe. Whatever one man gives another from a different
tribe as a token of good will and mutual protection is called çilgih or çlågih and the
two are said to have çimlih with one another, each being the çamîl of the other. The
çilgah could be a trivial thing for it is valued not as a material item but as a symbolic
indication of status and subordination of the giver to the receiver and recognition of
his status and influence. If this takes place between two leading sheikhs, the guest
sheikh usually presents the host sheikh with thoroughbred mares or a thoroughbred
stud horse and in this case it is called haduw. The giver can reside and graze his herd
unmolested in the territory of the benefactor.
If this grazing truce is contracted between two tribes, then it is called tçalîœ al-çån. In
this case, the guest tribe pays to the host tribe what is called ∆åt ar-ritçih “the sheep
paid for grazing”. This is also called rtåçih “the right of grazing”. Although it is called
by this technical term, the payment could be really anything from sheep to camels to
horses, depending on how many tents will be allowed into the territory to graze their
herds. Usually, they say çgålén çala kill mrå˙, or (which means the same thing) alçgål ma¥ni. This means each mrå˙ (the place in front of the tent where the camel
herd spends the night, but here it really means the herd itself) should pay two
tethers, i. e. two camels. This is paid to the tribal sheikh. He who pays it is said of
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him yigüd a∆-∆åt “to lead the sheep”, meaning to give it, deliver it to the tribal sheikh.
This payment entitles the guest tribe to stay and graze peacefully within the territory
of the host tribe and drink from their water wells for a limited period stipulated by
the agreement. Once this period is over, the guest tribe is given a grace period of
three days to go back to its own territory, then the truce between the two tribes ends
and hostilities resume again between them. Establishing the truce and reaching of
agreement between two tribes, is called taçlîœ al-çåni “to hook up, attach al-çåni” and
the termination of the truce is called naf∫ al-çåni or al-çawåni “to shake off al-çåni”.
The payment for the right to graze in a foreign territory is a normal practice, yet, in a
way, it is considered a symbol of weakness. Poets frequently boast of the strength of
their tribes claiming that they graze their herds wherever there is pasture available
without paying rtåçah, they graze their herds by their horses and lances or as they
say ba-d-dabbüs wa-l-˙agg al-manküs “by the cudgel and unlawful means”.
A weak tribe could engage a leading man from an enemy tribe and pay him xåwih or ixt
annually to guarantee the return of any stolen animals from them (appendix ## 23,
25). Such a contract could be entered into on both sides either on an individual or on
a tribal basis. This also could be done through the institution of ˙isna, If a man kills
another man from a different tribe the family of the slain might choose, instead of
taking revenge or receiving blood payment, to enter into a ˙isna contract with the
killer whereby he guarantees to return to them any animals stolen from them by any
one from his tribe (Çårif 2004: 119-22).
The payment of xåwih is the ultimate sign of weakness and denigration; only ignoble
tribes called çawaj daxxån resort to it (appendix # 25):
In the case of xåwih, a weak tribe seeks the protection of a stronger tribe through
the payment of a regular fee in the form of camels, sheep, butter, etc.; i. e. a weak
party buys the brotherly obligation of a strong benefactor, or, the strong may
impose his hegemony over the weak by extracting xåwih from him by force. Related
to xåwih is xuwwih, a friendly pact contracted between equals as an expression of
good will or as an exchange for a big favor (Sowayan 1992: 37).

Due to intertribal hostilities, it is not safe to travel in the desert without taking the
necessary precautions. One needs to contract a delîlah “guide” and, more importantly,
a rifag “an escort” from every tribe through whose territory the traveler intends to
pass. The rifag is the one you contract specifically to protect you from his tribe, while
xawiy is the one who happened to be in your company. According to custom, people
traveling together are obligated to protect and help each other, even though there is
no specific contract between them to that effect. To commit treason against a road
companion is a very serious offence (appendix # 18, 19). Another institution related to
road companionship and camaraderie is the salt bond. This is a universal and ancient
Semitic institution, which turns into an elaborate affair among the bedouins. I think
it is linked to the concept of milk brotherhood, whereby a woman who suckles a baby
who is not her natural baby becomes its mother and her children become its siblings.
If you share food or any sort of nourishment with someone you establish a sort of
mutual bond between the two of you and symbolically you become brothers, as if you
had suckled from the same breast. To give nourishment is to give life and life is
sacred.
This is not the place to elaborate on the function and complex rituals of hospitality in
the desert, but few words must be said in this regard. To understand the importance
of this institution it is enough to note that refusing hospitality is viewed with
suspicion and it is interpreted as either an insult or as a sign of bad intentions.
Whoever refuses hospitality could be shot and killed. This is a sort of preemptive
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strike against any foul action he might be premeditating. This is the reason also that
when I come to you for a favor, I refuse to partake of any food or drink you proffer me
unless you grant my wish. This way I am symbolically threatening to sever the salt
bond and peaceful, amiable relations between us if you refuse my wish.
The same principle of protection awarded to the road companion and guest is also
extended to the tent neighbor †inîb, jår, gißîr, and to the protégé dixîl whose lives are
inviolable. Of course, this is an ancient practice going back to pre-Islamic times. The
poet al-Óu†ay÷ah says in praising Ba©î∂ b. Çåmir b. Ôammås of Ånfu n-Nåqah from
Tamîm tribe:
qawmun ÷iƒå çaqadü çaqdan li-jårihimu // ∆addü l-çinåja wa-∆addü fawqahu l-karabå
qawmun yabîtu qarîru l-çayni jåruhumu // ÷iƒå lawå bi-quwå ÷a†nåbihim †unubå

Another ancient poet says that the tent neighbor of the tribe he is panegyrizing is as
secure as the antelope on the summit of a mountain:
Wa-min takarrumihim fi l-ma˙li ÷annahumu // la yaçlamu l-jåru fîhim ÷annahu l-jåru
Ka÷annahu ßadaçun fî ra÷si ∆åhiqatin // min dünihi li-çitåqi †-†ayri ÷awkåru

Whoever violates this rule exposes himself to satire hijå÷ by the poets and his honor
will be smeared. Since ancient times, they used to raise rayåt “banners, standards”;
white bayå_ for those who live to their commitments in this respect and black sawåd to
those who fail:
kånü yarfaçüna liman ya©dira minhum liwå÷an fi majåmiçihim wa-÷aswåqihim ˙atta
yul˙aqu bihi çår al-÷abad. yaqülu l-Óådirah li-ßå˙ibatihi Sumayyah: ÷asumayyu way˙aki
hal samiçti bi-©adratin // rufiça l-liwå÷u lana biha fi majmaçi (Îayf 1960: 69).

A noble man will never tolerate any insult or injury to his companion, guest, neighbor
or protégé. This is the most serious crime in bedouin society because it entails
disrespect and impugns the honor wajh of the benefactor. The offence is called tag†îç
wajh “violating of honor, besmearching of reputation”, and the offender is called
fassår wajh. The penalty for such an offense ranges from cutting the nose (appendix #
10) to cutting of the hand (appendix # 22) to killing (appendix ## 17, 20). In the
ancient literature, we hear of many stories to that effect, one of them is the story of
¿awfå b. Ma†ar al-Óåzimi who killed his brother Qays because the latter killed the jår of
¿awfå so he could have illicit sex with his wife (Xulayf 1966: 96). They say only seven
morning attacks sabiç taßbî˙åt, hawyåt on the camp of the offender would wash away
such dishonor. This penalty is called ˙a∆am al-wajh . I think ˙a∆am comes from
˙i∆mah, which in bedouin dialect means respect, dignity, social standing, prestige
and awe (it is synonymous with karåmah, or gadir, when I am conversing with you
and a repulsive word comes up in my conversation I say to you either m˙a∆üm or
takram or likm al- karåmih , or çazz migdårik, which means the same thing), and
˙a∆am al- wajh is to gain back lost esteem and dignity. Only severe, excessive
punishment would reassert the strength of the one whose face was violated and prove
to the whole world of the desert that the deed was not done as a result of weakness on
his part. This punishment would whiten his face and remove blame from him.
Otherwise, his face and the face of his whole lineage and progeny will remain black
forever. Because such a blackening or whitening would include the whole lineage,
every member of the lineage has an obligation to stand up by the side of his kin and
help him to live up to all his obligations and commitments to others according to the
principle of çaßabiyyah esprit de corps.
Might is Right
The rugged conditions of desert life combine with a lack of central authority to shape
and determine the nature of tribal laws. Poor environment and scarce resources make
desert living very hard and competition fierce. Under such conditions, only the strong
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can survive with dignity. As Glubb puts it: “The constant uncertainties and dangers
of desert life tended to produce an extremely self-reliant type of man, full of initiative
and long inured to violence. Thus boldness, turbulence, independence and obstinacy
were often typical characterestics” (Glubb 1960: 28). Close to this observation is the
one made by Stewart on the A˙éwåt bedouin of Sinai in which he says “The A˙aywåt
are tough, both physically and psychologically, realistic, unsuperstitious, sober,
parsimonious, suspicious of outsiders, hospitable and polite without affectation or
insincerity, honorable, and usually endowed with a strong sense of humor” (Stewart,
in press: 4).
There has always been an overriding emphasis on the show of strength in bedouin
cultural values. The pre-Islamic poet Zuhayr b. abi Sulma says:
waman lam yaƒud çan ˙aw∂ihi bi-silå˙ihi // yuhaddam waman la ya$limi n-nåsa yu$lami

Another ancient poet by the name of Çamru b. Barråqah al-Hamadåni says:
mata tajmaç al-qalba ƒ-ƒakiyya wa-ßårimin // wa-÷anfan ˙amiyyan tajtanibka l-ma$ålimu

Strength and tenacity are respected while weakness and docility are despised, not only in the
physical sense, but in the moral and every other sense. You should strive to augment the assets of
your strength through every possible action and every available means. The austere and grim
existence of the desert puts a high premium on moral and physical courage. Individual capacities
are constantly put to severe tests. Nomadic culture values individual prowess and nomadic society
provides the chance for a man to prove his worth. The absence of strong central political authority
means that the desert is an open arena for action and competition to climb to the top of the sociopolitical ladder. There are many examples of this like Ôléwî˙ al-Ça†åwi and Hiƒlül a∆-Ôwéhri:
. . . we are told that Hiƒlül a∆-Ôwéhri was a valiant man who walked on the brink
of danger and threw caution to the wind, a born leader and a self-made man. He
came from a humble background, but through luck, self reliance and a daring spirit
he was able to gain the admiration and respect of his tribal peers. He dared to
challenge the authority of Fåli˙ ibn Gdür, the chief of as-Swéd, and was able to
sway public opinion to his side (Sowayan 1992: 39).

The battlefield and the law courts are two of the most obvious spheres in which to
exercise competition and show strength. The metaphoric connection between the law
court and the battlefield is too obvious and well known to need elaboration here. The
battlefield is the place to exhibit military strength, but the law court is the place to
exhibit, either as a judge or as a litigant, wit, eloquence and persuasiveness, which
are other signs of strength of character and qualities of leadership. In either case, to
give in to your adversary is a sign of weakness and lack of stamina and resoluteness
(Óasanayn 1967: 343). A strong man is one who protects his right ˙agg with utmost
tenacity, or as Stewart says “there is often a marked sense that a true man is one
who will not tolerate the slightest infringement of his right- a feeling that applies
equally to groups” (Stewart 2000: 891). Or again, “If you give in or give way easily you
may find that people begin to transgress against you in various ways because they
believe that they can do so with impunity” (Stewart 2000: 100). Such a weak person
who offers no resistance is described as hitmoh, i. e. like a soft lump of sugar which is
delicious to eat and easy to swallow (hence vassal tribes are called htém).
Further proof of the enmeshment of tribal institutions and, at the same time, the
importance of the show of strength, is the embedding of the legal sphere into the
socio-political and the socio-economic spheres. A man alone simply cannot survive in
the desert. With no central political authority, a man relies for defense and protection
on male members of his kin group. Such a group, what Frank Stewart calls the bloodmoney group dmiwiyyih, acts as a politico-legal unit (Stewart 2003: 171-2). It is also
an economic unit and a migrating unit which constitutes the najç or small camp
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whose members move and camp together during the migrating season in the spring
when the tribe disperses in the inner desert after pasture for their camel herds. The
blood-money group is called in local parlance al - xamsih or ga∫∫åbt al-janbiyyih ,
meaning the five fingers clutched to grasp the dagger, because usually and ideally
they constitute a kin group çißbih, a lineage united lineally as descendants of their
fifth ancestor al-xåmis (Çabbådi 1982: 153). A distant relative not united with the
group in the fifth ancestor is called †ålçin ad- damm ; this starts with the sixth
ancestor called al-låmis. The legal, political and economic solidarity of the group is
assumed to spring from their genealogical relationship, but in actuality it could be
contractual, not biological (Stewart 2006: 266-8). The solidarity of the xamsih is
manifested in many different ways, including the practice of ta˙jîr, i. e. not allowing a
marriageable woman to marry outside of the group without their consent. If group A
and group B belong to the same camp and a member of group A kills a member of
group B, then the whole group A quit the camp and seek refuge in a different camp
because any member of group B is obligated to hunt and kill any member of group A
in revenge for his slain kin. The xamsah group shares a common responsibility
towards each other and common liability for each other’s deeds and misdeeds. They
are “bound each to contribute to any blood money payment owed by another member
of the group and to share with other members of the group any blood-money that he
himself may receive” (Stewart 2003: 171).
Yet, it should be pointed out that just as members of the group share a common
responsibility towards each other, they also share liability for each other’s misdeeds.
In the same way that an aggression against X is an aggression and insult against his
whole lineage, a dishonorable act committed by Çamr or Zayd smears the honor not
only of the hypothetical two but deducts from the asset of honor and nobility of their
whole lineage, thus diminishing their strength. For any member to enjoy the full
benefits of membership in the group, he has to contribute to its reservoir of power by
adhering to tribal norms and rules of good conduct. If he turns from a plus factor to a
minus factor through transgression against tribal values and mores or if he exceeds
the bounds of responsible, sensible conduct and becomes a liability and a source of
nuisance and aggravation for other members in his group and exposes them to undue
danger through his irresponsible misbehavior or aggression towards members of
other groups, he would be ostracized and his membership in the group suspended.
The group would excommunicate him and declare that it is not responsible for his
reckless acts and no one would offer him protection or asylum t©azz çaléh al-janåt or
tga††aç çanh al-çawåni. Such a person is called mjanna or mga††aç, or mitrib “cast out
on the dust” or m∆ammas “cast out in the burning sun” (Ginat 1984, Óarbi 1416 A. H:
212-4, 226-34, Óarbi 2000a: 51-2, 98, 105). This is the same as xalç in pre-Islamic
times (Îayf 1960: 6991ff). In case of hideous crimes, the punishment could be harsher
than mere ostracism, the perpetrator could be killed by one of his immediate
relatives, like his father or brother ( appendix ## 17-20). Fear of and consideration for
the kin group compel men to resort to peaceful legal means to resolve their
differences with others:
A man may be reluctant to defend himself in court, but nevertheless agree to do so
for the fear that the blood-money group of his opponent might otherwise resort to
force. And even if the potential defendant does not himself fear violence, it may well
be that the other members of his blood-money group will. Their support is crucial to
him, not just in this dispute, but generally, and if they tell him that he should
appear, then it will be difficult for him to refuse (Stewart 2006: 262).
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Members of the blood-money group are committed to defend each other’s interests in
the battlefield as in the legal arena. Any affront or aggression against any one
member is considered a disgraceful insult against all other members. If the group
does not rally to defend the rights of its members with vehement resolution, this will
be interpreted as a sign of weakness. The group will not be dreaded and will become
vulnerable to transgression by others. This is the famous principle of ÷unßur ÷xåka
_åliman ÷aw ma_lüman, or as Durayd b. aß-Íimmah says:
wama ÷ana ÷illa min ©aziyyta ÷in ©awat // ©awaytu wa-÷in tar∆ud ©aziyyatu ÷ar∆udi

A man who belongs to a weak group will not find it easy to get his fair share in a
dispute with a man who belongs to a stronger group (Stewart 2003: 176). There is a
famous classical poem to that effect by Quray† b. ¿unayf from Balçanbar from Tamîm
when his camels were stolen and his people did not rise up to help him retrieve them.
He was compelled to seek the help of another tribe. Here are few lines from the poem,
which starts with panegyrizing the foreign tribe then he turn to vilify his own people:
qawmun ÷iƒa ∆-∆arru ÷abda nåjiƒayhi lahum // qåmü ÷ilayhi zuråfåtin wa-wi˙dåna
la yas÷alüna ÷axåhum ˙îna yandubuhum // fi n-nå÷ibåti çala ma qåla burhåna
lakinna qawmi wa-÷in kånü ƒawi ˙asabin // laysü min a∆-∆arri fî ∆ay÷in wa-÷in håna
yajzüna min $ulmi ÷ahli $-$ulmi ma©firatan // wa-min ÷iså÷ati ÷ahli s-sü÷i ÷i˙såna
ka÷anna rabbaka lam yaxluq li-xa∆yatihi // siwåhumu min jamîçi n-nåsi ÷insåna

And here are lines along the same theme by Qurådu b. Çabbåd

÷iƒå l-mar÷u lam ya©∂ab lahu ˙îna ya©∂abu // fawårisu ÷in qåla rkabü l-mawta yarkabü
walam ya˙buhu bi-n-naßri qawmun ÷açizzatun // maqå˙îmu fî l-÷amri l-laƒî yutahayyabu
taha∂∂amahu ÷adna l-çaduwwi walam yazal // wa-÷in kåna çi∂∂an bi-$-$ulåmati yu∂rabu

A bedouin is always ready to “throw his face” at any disputants or give dxålih to anyone
seeking it. This is his way of proving his worth and ability. But the power game in the
desert makes men reluctant to seek outside help. Of course the choice is always open
for a weaker party to appeal for assistance from a stronger party. But in doing so, you
augment the asset of honor, nobility and social standing of your benefactor, while
putting your own in jeopardy. You are diminishing your status by admitting
weakness. A noble man defends his rights with his own arm and with the help of the
men of his lineage who are honor bound to stand by the side of their kin. If a man
cannot get what he firmly believes to be his right through legal means, then he
should get it by force (appendix # 12). After all, you cannot get what is yours simply
through legal pleadings and argumentations in courts of law if you do not have
enough power to back up your rights and to get by force what is legally yours. The
Bedouins say: ma yanfaç al- maflüj çüj a†- †låbih “you cannot win a lost case by
intricate pleadings alone”. And they say al-˙agg yabra l-s-syüf al-gawå†îç “only with a
sharp sword can you win your right” and al-˙agg _alma wa-l-mßaggal delilih “the
road to your right is dark and a sharp sword is your guide”.
Not only that, but to prove his strength and show the extent of his might a real
powerful man tries to defend himself and protect his rights with force, not by relying
on law courts. To go to court as a plaintiff you prove your inability to protect your
right with your own hands, while to go as a defendant you show that your adversary
was able to drag you to court, which means that he is your equal, or, worse yet, he is
superior to you in strength. The ultimate proof of strength is to show yourself to be
above the law or take the law into your own hands (appendix # 13). “And even when
the law did offer a remedy, honor might demand that a man reject it in favor of selfhelp. This too was already noted by Montaign: “He who appeals to the laws to get satisfaction for
an offense to his honor, dishonors himself”” (Stewart 1994: 80). In bedouin lore it is related
that Fnéx aba al-Méx, a Ôammari sheikh from Çabdeh section, famous for his sword
called Çßél, proved his real strength by declaring that he will grant dxålih only to
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those who commit çagg “blatant transgression”, which is the opposite of ˙agg,
claiming that whoever seeks dxålih for ˙agg will always find someone to grant his
request, but only a strong man will offer dxålih to a transgressor. Another story I
collected shows the respect accorded to a person who pursues his right with tenacity
(appendix # 26).
Bedouin literature is full of allusions to this theme. To illustrate and emphasize this
idea, bedouin poets draw metaphors from the natural environment of the desert. A
strong man who commands respect is a hunter; he is a falcon, a tiger, a wolf, etc. A
weak man is a hunted quarry; he is a rabbit, a chicken, a bustard, or he is a
scavenger like a vulture, a hyena, or a fox feeding on the carrion of the prey left over
by hunters. The poets warn you against giving in or taking the peaceful road, for, look
around you, people never leave alone the peaceful rabbit or the chicken lying
peacefully to hatch its eggs, and none would show mercy to a meek person alli
yta˙alwa an-nås ma yar˙amüneh. Such a person is like meat left unattended on a
mat, any one can help himself to it. This does not mean you should not show mercy or
compassion or any other positive human emotion; only do it out of strength and as a
means to augment your asset of honor, esteem, and nobility which brings you more
strength. It is like the difference between yielding what you have to a more powerful
foe or giving it in hospitality. Without an excess of strength you cannot practice the
virtues of naxwah and ∆ahåmah, just like you cannot practice the virtue of hospitality
without a surplus of material wealth. It is part of the bedouin character to boast and
show off his generosity and courage and other good qualities because this is part of
his continuous endeavor to augment his social standing and bolster his asset of power
and strength. The bedouin is pragmatist and survivalist in the extreme, when he does
a good deed he expects to get his reward for it in this world and not in the hereafter.
I want to propose that the function of tribal customary law is not to achieve justice but
to assert and protect one’s right. I am assuming that the concept of justice can be
operative only under two conditions; 1) the separation of individual right and
responsibility from group right and responsibility, and 2) the existence of a state form
of political organization where we have an abstract objective central authority that is
above and separate from individuals. In the absence of a central authority that could
impose justice, the function of the law becomes the defense of what is yours ˙aggik
from transgression by others. Political calculations greatly influence the
interpretation and application of desert codes. A legal case could develop into a test of
wills and a show of strength. Whoever has the resourcefulness to maneuver skillfully
and the ability to manipulate desert politics and capitalize on ambiguities could come
out a winner. It is in this context and in this conception of the law that the show of
strength becomes important. Under such a form of law, there is no paramount
disinterested organ, like the state, that would be offended if the principle of justice is
violated. Only injured or offended individuals or groups in their capacities as
individuals or groups can bring up cases to law courts. Appealing to law courts and
going through the legal procedures is an alternative one can resort to, but one can
also, if one feels strong enough, take the law in one’s own hands. The power and
influence of a strong man give him the right to interpret and apply the law to his
advantage. “In the last analysis, if men settle their disputes in court, it is either
because of the threat of violence between groups or, when the parties belong to the
same group, because of the need to maintain the unity of the group.” (Stewart 2003:
175-6).
As we go deeper into the desert where tribes live a truly nomadic migratory existence
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with little contact with cultivated areas and minimum links with the state, authority
tends to be fragmented and diffuse over the various minimum lineages of the xamsah.
Each minimum lineage becomes a law unto itself, in the sense that it takes upon
itself the responsibility of interpreting and applying the law without appealing to
courts or going through the legal process. We can view the tribal structure of true
nomads in its segmentary model as counterpoised groups, getting larger or smaller,
depending on whether we go up or down in the model. These segmentary groups are
counterpoised in deadlock, balanced positions through constant legal and military
struggle, each trying to maintain its position of strength and block the others from
encroaching on its domain or infringing on its prerogatives.
Even the xamsah group, as small as it is, might be too crowded for a true nomad who
finds any form of social attachment unbearable. The high mobility of the true nomads
living deep in the desert wilderness promotes the value of total independence and
self-reliance and sanctions the tendency of not yielding to any form of higher judicial
authority or rule of law, thus minimizing the need for mediation and diminishing the
effectiveness of the mechanism of arbitration. I take this to reflect the tension
inherent in the segmentary nature of tribal structure in which every element in the
structure, from the individual to the group, is pulled in two opposite directions; a
centrifugal dispersive pull away from the center towards the periphery and a
centripetal integrative pull towards the center. If we examine the poetry of the true
bedouins of Arabia from classical to more recent times, especially the poetry of aßßaçålîk, we find them weary of social contracts and they cannot endure the rules of social living.
Their poetry expresses their yearning to be free from all social bonds and kinship obligations. In
their view, the ideal existence is to go it alone with no social ties to chain you and prevent you
from changing place or camp any time you feel that the pressure of group living is getting to be
intolerable. The poet may at times express this theme as a love theme, threatening that he will cut
the bonds that tie him to his lady yaq†aç ˙ibål al-waßl, because she is no longer faithful to him.
He threatens to ride his noble mount and skip the place to go deep in the wilderness where he
could be totally free with no one around to crowd him or make demands on him. He may prefer
living with the wolves and wild beasts to living with people because beasts make no social
demands on each other. This is clearly expressed in the poetry of Labîd and ˇarafaha, but we
find it even more pronounced in the poetry of ∆-Ôanfara and T÷abba†a ∆arran and other
ßaçålîk. Labîd says:
÷awa lam takun tadrî Nawåru bi-÷annanî // waßßålu çaqdi ˙abå÷ilin jaƒƒåmuha
tarråku ÷amkinatin ÷iƒå lam ÷ar∂aha // ÷aw yaçtaliq baç∂ an-nufüsi ˙imåmuha

As for more recent Bedouin poetry, Siçdün al-Çwåji says:

∆ibrin mn al-béda yçawwi_k al-afzåç // w-süd al-leyåli yibiçdinnik çan a_-_ém

“A span in the wilderness shelters you from terror // the darkness of night conceals you
from oppression.
It is among tribes whose areas lie on the margin of states, as in Mesopotamia and the Levant, or in
cultivated areas as in the Hijaz and Yemen that we see customary law asserts itself with welldeveloped procedures. The economy of semi-settled tribes living in these areas is gradually being
transformed from pastoral to agricultural and their investment is directed more and more towards
land instead of cattle. Settled existence and fixed abodes and assets limit the possibilities of
changing tribal affiliation or escape and seeking asylum in the case of committing murder, or
distraint and destroying property. Such limitations on freedom of movement and action nudge the
tribes towards mediation and arbitration rather than revenge in the settlement of differences.
Furthermore, the introduction of writing facilitates the possibility of codifying the law and the
writing of contracts and agreements. Such regulations become even more urgent once local weekly
markets are established and trade begins to play an important role in the economy.
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APPENDIX
Notes on Translation
These textual fragments I culled from printed sources, manuscripts and taped
interviews I recorded in the field. The translation is not always word for word literal
translation. Word for word literal translation is not feasible because the same fragment may
come from several and different types of sources, printed sources written in standard literary
Arabic and oral sources related in the vernacular, with each containing certain details and bits
of information not to be found in the others. Also, sometimes the fragment is embedded and
interwoven in a larger text that has no direct relevance to customary law. Mainly, I tried to
convey the gest of these fragments and capture the meaning and significance of each for the
discussion of customary law. Sometimes, especially when the fragment comes from a single
source, I give room for the voice of the character to relate the narrative. I also was careful to
include in the translation all local technical terms and expressions related to customary law
translated and transcribed in the native dialect.
Of course, I do not vouch for the historical veracity of these stories. Some of them seem
to be half historical half legendary. But the important thing is not whether I believe in them or
not. What is important is that the bedouins themselves do believe in them and consider them
legitimate legal precedents. Even if some of them are not true historically, they are true
reflections of the bedouin view of their legal system.
The number and source(s) from which comes the fragment are indicted at the beginning
of the fragment with the source(s) underlined.
Notes on Transliteration
Vowels.
** Vowels with accents are long vowels: Å/å, ˆ/î, ¨/ü, ´/é, Ø/ø.
** The vowels ´/é and Ø/ø are the monophthongized equivalents of the classical diphthongs ay
and aw respectively.
** The vowel e is a centralized vowel lying between i and a.
** The vowel o is a centralized vowel lying between u and a.
Consonants.
** Ò/˚ is the affricated counterpart of K/k, as in pits.
** Œ/œ is the affricated counterpart of G/g, as in kids.
** Q/q
¡
** ˝/©
™
** ˇ/†
£
** Á/¥
¢
** Î/∂
∞
** Ï/ƒ
§
** Í/ß
¶
** Ô/∆
•
** ¸/∫
ª
** Ó/˙
º
** X/x
€
** Ç/ç
‹
** ¿/÷
›
** Proper nouns with capital initials which starts with Ç/‹ or with ¿/›, the very first letter will
be capitalized and not the next one; examples: Çnezih √, Çali ⋲ and ¿a˙mad ∑, not
çNezih, çAli, ÷A˙mad.
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# 01) Bulayhid 1972, 2: 125-6.
The people of Najd have three they call a¥-¥alå¥ al-bî∫ . If you ask them: What are
those three? They will say a∫-∫éf as-såri˙, a†-†inb as-såbi˙ and al-ba†in. They
mean by a∫-∫éf as-såri˙ that if a man from M†ér, for example, alighted at the tent
of a man from Çtébah as his guest, then he departed in the morning and was met
and plundered by men from any section of Çtébah, his host is obligated to stand
up for him and return to him every thing that was taken from him. As for a†-†inb
as-såbi˙, it means tent neighbor. If a M†éri man was the tent neighbor of a Ç†ébi
man and M†éri raiders attacked the Çtébah camp and took their camels, the M†éri
is obligated to return to his Ç†ébi neighbor what his tribesmen took from him. As
for al-ba†in, it means if a man from Çtébah passed by a man from M†ér and the
latter gave him a cup of coffee or a bowl of milk to drink, and later raiders from
Çtébah took the camels of that M†éri, the Ç†ébi is obligated to return the stolen
camels of the man whose food or drink is in his belly as long as he has not
partaken of another meal to undo that first one.
# 02) X∫ér b. Óåmid ar-Ribü∫/ Skåka/ 21-10-1405 A. H.
There are several types of wajh. One type is ∆hawih “up to you to accept”; this is
al-kifålih “surety” for you can either accept to be the surety of some one or you can
refuse. If I come to you, for example, and ask you to protect my camels from so
and so, you can accept or refuse. This is up to you and no one would blame you for
refusing. The second type is balwa “you cannot refuse”; this is the dixîl, for no
honorable man would refuse to give dxålih. This is called wåœf a∆-∆ilîl because he
comes to you running fast with the lower hem of his garment ∆ilîl fluttering
behind him wåœif, ya†rig gifåwh; as when one man kills another and he seeks
refuge with a man whom he thinks has enough power to protect him. He will give
him asylum for three days a¥-¥alå¥ al-mharrbåt, three days to give him time to
gather himself and escape, go seek asylum with a foreign tribe. That is if he killed
another man. But if he only wounded him ßi†a buh or beat him or killed his
camels or his horse faddaç b-˙alaaluh he does not have to seek asylum with a
foreign tribe. His protector protects him and sees to it that the matter is settled
legally and peacefully. The third type tam∆i buh al-˙agg “you concede to submit
him to legal procedure”. This is in the case of surety. The fourth type ma tam∆i
buh al-˙agg “you do not concede to submit him to legal procedure”. The type you
do not concede to legal procedure is the guest or tent neighbor or road companion.
If, for example, my guest or tent neighbor or my companion owe you some thing,
you cannot lay any legal claim over him. Wait till he goes back home to his people,
then take him to court (Óasanayn 1967: 301-2). Any one of those three strangers
is called manfüh aƒ-ƒirwih “inviolable, immune from any legal claims against
him”. He is fully protected except, of course, in the case of enemy raiders and
hostile hordes attacking both guest and host. If any claim is to be submitted
against such a stranger it is submitted not to him but to his local benefactor who
becomes his representative œidîmuh la-†-†låbih and who sees to it that he always
gets a fair hearing. As for ar - rifag , when you want to grant safe passage to
someone through your tribal territory, this is also called t˙adîr al-çinwih, you can
do it up to seven tents. Any extra you have to pay one sheep to the sheikh for
every extra tent. Only sheikhs can conduct more than seven tents and, in the case
of real important sheikhs, the number could reach up to forty.
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# 03) Fuhayd 1995: 49.
If a wayfarer drinks from the milk of a camel herd and if, on the same day, that
herd were lifted by raiders from the tribe of the wayfarer, he is obligated to return
it to its owner. But if the wayfarer was given meat to eat, he is obligated for a
whole week after that to return any thing his tribe takes from his host. A M†éri
man visited his maternal uncles from Çtébah. On his way back to his own people,
he passed by a Ç†ébi man herding his camels and he milked one of the camels for
him. Shortly after that, the camels were taken by raiders from M†ér. The Ç†ébi
man did not know the name of the wayfarer to whom he gave the milk and so he
did not know how to find him in order to appeal to him to return the camels. All
he knew was that he was from ƒuwi Çøn section of M†ér. So, he composed a poem
addressed to all ƒuwi Çøn urging them to return his camels. When the poem
spread throughout all the bedouin camps and the wayfarer heard of it, he went to
Fåziç b. Ôarår, the sheikh of M†ér and told him what had happened. The sheikh
sent after the Ç†ébi man and the incident developed into a legal case to be judged
either by ibn Áiçli from Çtébah or by ibn Ôallå˙ from M†ér. According to custom, it
was up to the plaintiff råç al- ˙agg to choose and the Ç†ébi chose ibn Ôallå˙. ibn
Ôallå˙ summoned the wayfarer and told him: Listen my son, do not deprive the
M†éris from their booty ˚asb but also do not deprive the owner from his camels, do
not lie, tell the truth to save yourself from blame. He ordered him to swear the
following oath wallah al-ça∫îm in abåçr al-Çtébi yøm ßåbatha œirçatha in fi ba†ni
mil˙atha alli ma zallat ˙azzatha wala gi†açtaha b-¥ål¥atha. He swore as he was
told and the camels were returned to their owner.
# 04) Fuhayd 1985: 41-2.
When a wayfarer approaches a camp and salutes and someone in the camp
returns his greetings, whether he is recognized or not, he is safe from molestation
even if he were sought after by any one in the camp, even by the people of the very
tent in which he alights. Beni Saçad and beni l-Óåri¥ were embroiled in wars and
bloody strife. So, ibn Magbül, the commander of beni l-Óåri¥ was killed by beni
Saçad who celebrated the incident by composing a provocative poem vilifying their
adversaries. Hearing the poem, Mastür b. Magbül, from beni l-Óåri¥, swore that
should he meet ibn M˙afü∫, the commander of beni Saçad, he would kill him
instantly. It so happened that one day ibn M˙afü∫ was travelling and he was
passing through the territory of beni Saçad. As chance would have it, he alighted
at nightfall at the tent of Mastür. When he approached the tent, not knowing to
whom it belonged nor did the tent owner know who the guest was, he asked for
safety amån before stepping inside. He was granted safety and he stepped inside.
He was recognized by Mastür who, having already granted him safety, could not
but treat him as an honored guest and slaughtered a sheep for him. In the
morning, Mastür took his gun and accompanied his guest till the other end of beni
Saçad territory, ibn M˙afü∫ suspecting all the while that Mastür intended to
shoot him. But when they reached the end of beni l-Óåri¥ territory and the
beginning of beni Saçad territory, Mastür told him: I came with you to guard you
in my territory as my guest but now that I have done what was incumbent upon
me according to honored customs, beware for I shall hunt you and kill you if I ever
find you in the future and I will not let the blood of my father go unavenged.
# 05) Philby 1922, 1: 131.
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We were now on the fringe of the ‘Ataiba marches; hitherto from the coast
westwards it had never been necessary to take precautions either to conceal our
presence or to guard our camps; now it was different; we had turned aside from
the road to be out of the way of chance passengers; we had camped in a hollow to
conceal our camp-fire; among us were four men of the ‘Ataiba tribe, who now
assumed responsibility for our safety; at intervals they went forth to the
surrounding sand-hummocks and proclaimed to the world: “Look you, O men of
the ‘Ataiba, here am I, Jarman a man of the Barqa, and I say to you, we are men
of ibn Sa’ud journeying to the Sharif; so let none molest us; and whoso hear my
words, let him come to us and share our dinner or drink coffee and welcome; but
molest us not or, if you do, say not you knew not who and what we are.” The
invitation fell on the deaf ears of the night and our peace was not disturbed.
# 06) Bulayhid1972, 2: 154-5.
Ôanbar b. Òå˙il, from a∆-Ôeyåbîn, from ƒuwi Xalîfah of Çtébah was a famous and
shrewd bedouin brigand. A friend of his from the settled country, who was a
trader trafficking and peddling his goods along the road to Makkah and who used
to hire him as a xawi against his tribe, Çtébah, told me of him. He said that
whenever he, the trader, came (from the direction of Najd) to the watering place of
Sija, he found Ôanbar waiting for him there. But as soon as they entered Makkah
Ôanbar would vanish. When it was time to leave Makkah Ôanbar would come to
the trader and tell him that he would meet him at al-Burüd watering place
located in al-M©amas valley leading to the road of Jadçån. When he came to that
rendezvous he always came driving four or five or three stolen camels loaded with
rice and other stolen provisions. In 1332 A. H. I myself went on pilgrimage. When
we entered Rukbah, We were on the lookout, for not one night passed without us
driving away thieves three or four times a night. Then we entered the lands that
were each protected under the guarantees of its inhabitants. Such lands were
called medårik, the middarak of so and so and the middarak of so and so. We
completed our pilgrimage, but the pilgrims of Ôagra (town) were late in joining us.
We decided to leave Makkah and we agreed to meet next at the watering place of
al-Burüd, as our rendezvous. When we gathered there, all the pilgrims from all
the towns of al-Wa∆im district and from a∆-Ôçara and ad-Dwådmi, we exchanged
visits to discuss what to do about having a xawi from the tribe of Çtébah, whom
we could entrust to protect us narbi† buh al-çåni till we reach our towns. We said
to each other; the safest thing to do was for every group to have its own xawi from
Çtébah to entrust for protection, for it won’t be safe if the bedouins got wind that
some groups were without xawi. We did just that. The xawi I had was Hazzåç ebu
Ánayyih from ar-Rüsån section of Çtébah. Since he did not have very close
connections with the Çtébah branches in Hijaz, I was concerned that he would not
be able to protect me. When I expressed my concern to him he assured me: Don’t
worry, you will be protected by the norms of my tribe salm gibîliti am∆i çaléh even
though I am alone. The same Ôanbar mentioned above was with us on this trip
serving as the xawi of his regular old friend Çabd al-Kerîm al-Xrå∆i from the
people of W∆éœir and I wished to engage him as my xawi. . . . . I told him I want to
be under your face fi wajhik till we reach a∆-Ôçara. Ôanbar said; you are in my
face till you reach your hometown Ïåt ˝isil. There was with us a group of
pilgrims from Óø†at beni Temîm who had no rifîg and Ôanbar knew that. He
asked them to hire him as their rifîg to protect them from robbers but they
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refused. When we stopped at the watering station of Ç∆érah, we struck our camps
ring fashion, as usual, for protection. The people of Óø†at beni Temîm struck their
tents on the eastern side of the camp. Right behind them, there was a
mountainpass, leading to the lava on the road to Najd, called Snéd. The tents of
the people of Óø†at beni Temîm were struck in a spot lying between the
mountainpass and the station where Ôanbar and his group had struck their tents.
When we finished performing the evening prayers, Ôanbar climbed a knoll and
shouted: Hearken you there who lie in ambush down below in the valley, if you
want supper there it is between us and Snéd, meaning that the tents lying
between us and Snéd mountain pass have no rifîg. Before he finished his call, we
heard the cries and alarms of the people of Óø†at beni Temîm who were attacked
by hordes of marauders. They came rushing to Ôanbar asking for his protection.
Then, he cried again: There is no supper for you between here and Snéd, your
supper is here with us. Marauders came running from all directions, around
twenty of them, and they ate with us and spent the night with us.
# 07) Suray˙i 1983: 1115 + Fuhayd 1983: 170-1.
Naßßår b. Gçé∆î∆ al-Hafta from al-Ma˙ålsih section of M†ér and the Poet ibn
Garyån al-Çåzmi, from al-Çawåzim tribe, left Kuwait on their way to their people
camped at Œaryih in the eastern part of Saudi Arabia. On their way, they were
met by a caravan from M†ér heading for Kuwait to buy provisions for their tribe.
They told Naßßår that his people were no longer camped at ˝aryih and that they
moved to an-Nçériyyih. Thus, Naßßår and ibn Garyån had to part company. Each
took the camel stick of the other and marked on it the brand of his own tribe, an
indication that each was the road companion xawi of the other and that he was
under his protection, as was the custom then. Later, ibn Garyån was met by M†éri
raiders under the command of Fåris al-Çamîl from al-Jiblån section from Wåßil
branch of M†ér. Fåris took every thing ibn Garyån had; his mount, his gun, and
even his shirt. He refused to accept his claim that he was the xawi of Naßßår. Ibn
Garyån composed two rousing poems, one after the other, addressed to all the
sheikhs of the various sections of Wåßil branch, the branch to which belong alMa˙ålsih, the people of Naßßår b. al-Gçé∆î∆ and al-Jiblån, the people of Fåris alÇamîl, urging them to return him his belongings. This they did.
# 08) Fuhayd 1990: 118-21 + Qa˙†åni 1994: 14-19.
Çabbås b. Çallü∆ b. Óméd, a member of the paramount sheikhly family of the
Barga section of Çtébah, bought from M∫ayyån az-¸åhri, the sheikh of a∫-¸awåhir
section of Óarb tribe, a magnificent horse of the celebrated breed called al-Hadba.
The horse gave birth to a colt which turned out to be even more excellent than the
mother. Çabbås was so proud of this colt he composed many poems praising its
speed and courage. But, in a battle between Çtébah and Ga˙†ån it was taken. The
one who took it was Kméhån from ål Sabçån from al-Xanåfir section of Ga˙†ån
tribe. The horse was a priceless thoroughbred and al-Ómidih left no stone
unturned in their efforts to get it back. Years before this incident, a Ga˙†åni from
ål Røg section by the name of ibn Fitnån lost all his camel wealth and he came to
al-Ómidih to ask their favor. ibn Óméd brought to his tent forty camel tethers and
asked his people whoever wants to help the Ga˙†åni to pick up one or more of
these tethers as a pledge to give him that many camels. Before sunset, ibn Fitnån
had forty pregnant she camels couched in front of his tent. After spending many
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years with al-Ómidih as their tent neighbor gißîr pasturing his herd in their
pastures with their herds, ibn Fitnån went back to his people. In their effort to get
their horse, al-Ómidih appealed to Mijdal b. Fitnån, the son of their old tent
neighbor who had died by then, and urged him to exert every possible effort with
his kin to return the horse, even though according to customs ˙asab as-slüm ,
Mijdal had no right to ask his kin to return the horse ma luh mi¥årin çaléhum,
since he was no longer a neighbor of al-Ómidih, a†-†inb ma hu janb a†-†inb when
the horse was taken and, above that, the horse was måçir (also called ¥ålim), i. e.
taken while attacking the camp of al-Xanåfir in broad daylight (in broad daylight
excludes any possibility of error). Mijdal then was sick and he died before he was
able to return the horse. Before dying, he urged his brother Mnîf to exert every
possible effort to have the horse returned to al-Ómidih. After hearing of the death
of Mijdal, the sheikh M˙ammad b. Hindi b. Óméd called a well known poet from
his tribe, Çtébah, by the name of Tanni ebu Çbayyah al-Mgå†i and asked him to
compose a stirring poem to arouse Mnîf and his immediate kin ål Røg to return
the horse. But still all judges from both Ga˙†ån and Çtébah passed judgements
that ål Røg had no right to ask for the return of the horse. When they failed to get
the horse peacefully, ål Røg decided to take it from al-Xanåfir by force and return
it to al-Ómidih. The two sides decided on a day to meet for battle. At this critical
point, the paramount sheikh of Ga˙†ån, M˙ammad b. Hådi b. Garmelih, saw that
his tribe was about to get embroiled in a serious conflict, so, he decided to put an
end to this matter once and for all. He urged two horsemen, one to hurry to alXanåfir and one to hurry to al-Røg to hold them back from each other yagraçhum
çan baça∫. The sheikh also called the notables from both sides: Ibn Mrî˙ah and
ibn Ó∆éfån from ål Røg and ål Miz˙im from al-Xanåfir to be surety each for his
people till he could end the matter peacefully. Then, the sheikh asked M˙ammad
b. Ó∆éfån to bring him the best two white camels ma©åtîr he could find in the
herd. He invited the two contending parties to his tent. The sheikh asked Kméhån
to hand him the reign of al-Hadba. Kméhån hesitated but ibn Hådi insisted
firmly. When the sheikh got hold of the reign in his hand he told Kméhån to take
the two camels as reimbursement and told him “give up the horse and the next
raid surely you will win another horse, don’t be the cause of a seditious strife that
could split the tribe”. Kméhån tried to resist and shouted to his kin with
extempore lines of poetry urging them not to accept this unfair judgement and to
stand up for him. The sheikh answered him with a poem of his own eulogizing
him and his kin and beseeching them to be reasonable. The horse was returned to
al-Ómidih with two poems, one by the sheikh ibn Hådi and one by Mnîf b. Fitnån,
both boasting of their firmness and resolute action to return the horse by force of
arm and force of argument, even though judges had denied them the right to get it
back.
# 09) Çubayyid: 342-3.
The Lord is benevolent to his people, especially settled communities inhabiting
towns and villages, for He granted them escorts from the tribes to accompany
them when they travel in the inner desert and protect them from what they fear.
The escort receives only a trifle reward, such as a shirt, a turban, or a driving
stick, which could prevent a big loss. I myself know a man from the town of
Çnézeh called Slémån al-Óamad ad-Dçéji who left Çnézeh in the company of a
caravan from the town of ¸eriyyih. He reached ¸eriyyih with them and contracted
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an escort from ad-Dalåb˙ah section of Çtébah by the name of Mlawwi˙. He hired
him to be his escort against the whole of his tribe Çtébah. He left ¸eriyyih with
his escort heading for Makkah. That man had 3,000 riyals which belonged to
Çabdallh al-Jaffåli, for he was actually working for Çabdallh al-Jaffåli. It so
happened that they were met by a raiding band from ƒuwi Ô†é† section of M†ér
and there was no escort with the man to protect him from M†ér. The raiders took
all that the man and his escort had with them, even their shirts. They were near
the mountain pass shiçb called the pass of al-Çasîbiyyåt. A party of al-Marå∆dah
from ar-Rügah section of Çtébah tribe, whose sheikh was ebu X∆ém were camped
by the pass. As good luck would have it and as it was destined for the money to be
recoverd, it happened that a man from those al-Marå∆dah called M†lag b. Çasîr
was in the camp trading for Çabdallh al-Jaffåli and he had an escort from ƒuwi
Ô†é†. One day before the two despoiled men arrived in the camp, M†lag b. Çasîr
had in his hand a cane worth a quarter of a riyal (no more than 2 cents) and his
Ô†é†i escort asked him to give it to him. M†lag apologized saying: I swear to you
that this cane is not mine, it belongs to al-Jaffåli, it is part of the goods I am
peddling for him, otherwise I would gladly give it to you; however, I could give it
to you in exchange for your pledge to protect the goods of al-Jaffåli against your
tribe. The M†éri agreed and took the cane. Suddenly, at sunset, lo and behold,
they were surprised by the two despoiled men alight by the camp. They told them
what had happened to them. They told them that they were plundered by a band
of raiders lead by ibn Miznån a∆-Ô†é†i. M†lag b. Çasîr went to his Ô†é†i friend and
told him what had happened and demanded that they should pursue the raiders
right away before they reach their home camp and divide the spoils between
them, because then it would be very difficult to retrieve the dispersed money.
They rode after them that very night and caught up with them half a day before
they reached their camp. They returned the booty without a loss after the escort
swore to his kinsmen that what they despoiled is in his face. Had it not been for
the benevolence of the gracious Lord who willed this incident and the likes of it to
fall under what was called established customs slüm, the settled folks would be
prisoners in their settlements, unable to carry on trade and send out caravans,
because their rulers at that time were too busy with their own bickering to
establish peace and insure security and their limited authority had no power over
the tribes.
# 10) Bulayhid 1972, 5: 192-3.
Among the tribes of Najd the custom of al-çåni ‘clientele’ is a serious matter,
whoever transgresses it is either killed or his nose is cut. An example of this was
related to me by Xåtam b. Masçad, the amir of ad-Dalåb˙ah section of Çtébah
tribe, who were residing in al-Grén town. He told me this while he was my guest
in the town of a∆-Ôçara. We were discussing the subject of al-çawåni and every
thing related to that among the tribes of Najd. He said: I will tell you about one
incident to which I was a witness. A trader from a∆-Ôçara came to us while we
were camped by some wells in an-Nîr mountain. He was peddling his wares to the
bedouins. One day he departed from our camp accompanied by a man from alÇi∫yån (section of Çtébah) to serve as his companion against the tribe of Çtébah.
After they travelled the distance of nearly three hours, they were met by people
from our tribe and they took them and every thing they had. They returned to our
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camp. The trader from the settled country whose merchandise was taken said to
my father Óamdån b. Masçad: I am in your face and I was taken by your people
ad-Dalåb˙ah. My father said to him: The one responsible for you is this man from
Çtébah who accompanied you since you quit your town. The trader said: True, but
this matter is one of the three white ones, I am your ∫éf såri˙, for this very
morning I left your tent. My father rode his mount and I rode behind him, I was
only a young boy then, while the trader and his Ç†ébi companion rode another
mount. After we moved a little distance, the trader turned to my father and said:
Lo Óamdån, after leaving you this morning I came across a man from al-˝bayyåt
and he milked for me one of his camels, do you think it fitting for us to pass by
him and arouse him n¥awwruh to go with us. My father said that won’t hurt we
will pass by him and take him to stand up with us. We passed by him and took
him with us. When we approached the camp of the people who stole the trader
and knew their tents, we swerved and alighted at different tents in the camp, for
the whole people of the camp were our kin, ad-Dalåb˙ah. We spent that night as
guests. In the morning we sent for the culprits. Five doughty men came headed by
one of them. The trader said: I brought three “driving sticks mi∆åçîb” against you;
here is Óamdån b. Masçad, I was his guest leaving his tent just this morning and
I told you that before you stole me, here is a man from al-Çi∫yån accompanying
me since I left my hometown to protect me from you and from the whole of
Çtébah, and here is a man from al-˝bayyåt who milked me his camel just before
you attacked me. They kept on arguing for a long time, then the thieves said to
the trader: Choose one of the three (to be your wajh) and relieve the other two, for
this is the custom salm of our tribe. He said I choose Óamdån b. Masçad. My
father, Óamdån had a dagger in his belt. They decided to give back all that they
took. My father said to the trader: Inspect your goods and all that they brought
you. When they collected every thing, my father asked the trader: Any thing
missing? He said: Yes, there remains a small bundle of flour tied in a small rag
and a black woman headdress. My father turned to their leader and said: Get up
and bring every thing. He got up and brought it quickly and handed it over to my
father saying: Did I whiten your face Óamdån? My father said: You blackened my
face for taking my guest the very same morning he was leaving my tent. He drew
the dagger from his belt and cut the man’s nose saying: This will whiten my face.
# 11) X∫ér b. Óåmid ar-Ribü∫/ Skåka/ 21-10-1405 A. H.
The sons of al-Ginyåni, from al-Faddå©ih section of the Ôammar tribe, the people
of ebu Wtéd, found the valley of Ôü†. They planted it with palm trees. There was
this man called a∆-Ôü†i, from ål Áåbit section of the Ôammar tribe, the people of
al-Óadab. He had goats which he was grazing on the other side of the hill. When
the palm trees first began to bear fruit, they were very short and their bunches
were falling to the ground. The goats of a∆-Ôü†i came over and started feeding on
the fresh dates. When the sons of al-Ginyåni came one morning to look at their
palm trees and please their eyes with the sight of fruit bearing trees, They saw
that the fruit was eaten and they saw the tracks of the goats. One said to the
other: Look here are the goats of a∆-Ôü†i destroying our trees and feeding on the
palm fruits; he is feeding his goats on the fruit of our palm trees. No sooner had he
said that than the goats came scampering. They stopped them. A little later a∆Ôü†i came after his goats. They said to him: So you are fattening your goats on the
fruits of our labor. They started to beat him. His daughter rushed to help him and
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they beat her; they broke her tooth and pulled her hair. So, a∆-Ôü†i dispatched the
broken tooth and hair of his daughter to his shiekh, al-Óadab at the upper side of
the Aja mountain. al-Óadab and al-Çajarra∆ sprang up and ran to help their
tribesman against al-Ginyåni, who sent after his shiekh, ebu Wtéd. The two hosts
met in Nåylåt ready for combat. But aß-Ídéd, chief of al-Xreßih, came and camped
between them right in the middle, meaning to hold them back from each other. He
said: Hold it, settle the matter legally. They said fine, who is to settle this, this is
a mgallidåt case? The judge of al-mgallidåt at that time was ibn Çjér from aßÍåyi˙ branch of aß-Íub˙i, the people of aß-Ídéd. The mgallidåt are women and
horses, they are judged by ibn Çjér from the tribe of Ôammar and among ¸ana
Çbéd of Çnizih the judge is ibn ˝bén and ibn Jandal among al-Jlås of Çnizih.
They took their case to ibn Çjér. Al-Óadab camped with ål-Áåbit to help a∆-Ôü†i
while ibn Wtéd camped with al-Faddå©ih, hal al-balha (this is their war cry), to
help al-Ginyåni. Ibn Çjér said: The penalty for violating women is very harsh.
They said give us your judgement. He said: The girl with the broken tooth should
stand where the men were sitting and walk backwards with her lips parted and
continue walking as long as they can see the gap of her broken tooth, they should
give her for every step backward once a young camel and once a young horse till
they see the gap no more (cf. Óasanayn 1967: 327). As for the pulled hair, two
men, one with a needle and one with awl, should sit and put the bunch of hair
between them. For every piece of hair that can go through the awl the girl gets a
camel and for every piece of hair that goes through the needle she gets an ewe.
This is how harsh the punishment for violating women is.
# 12) Xalaf b. ˝ålib al-Janfåwi/ an-Nifüd east of Såg/ 10-10-1404 A. H.
An incident took place involving Xalaf b. Fåli˙ al-Janfåwi and Saçad al-Wajçån,
the amir of al-Fåyid branch from al-Aslam tribe. At that time when people used to
travel only with rifag “road companion and protector” a settled trader from
Madinah alighted with Xalaf as his guest and protégé. Xalaf took good care of the
trader, he treated him well and showed him respect. After some time the trader
concluded his business and settled all his accounts and decided to leave, to go
home. He said to Xalaf: I want you to accompany me to Madinah. He wanted Xalaf
to go with him as companion and protector but he also meant to reward him and
show him gratitude when they reach Madinah. When they reached Madinah, they
parted company, each being satisfied and pleased with the other. So, Xalaf
practically cleared his face of any responsibility towards the trader and the two
had no more to do with one another. Time passed. Five years later Saçad alWajçån went on a raid. It so happened that he came across the same trader and
took all what he had, all the goods he had. By then the trader had thrived and
became a very prosperous merchant and this time he had with him a big caravan.
All that was taken by al-Wajçån. When al-Wajçån returned to his camp with the
booty he started going from one assembly to another boasting how he took “the
trader of al-Wajçån”, as is usual when a raid leader returns from a successful raid.
Hearing this, al-Janfåwi earnestly went after him demanding that he should
return to the trader his goods. But al-Wajçån refused claiming that Xalaf had
terminated his relations with the trader five years ago and he no longer had any
thing to do with him, and thus “you have no valid claim over me” said Saçad. “But
you are the one who shoved the trader down my throat, threw him in my lap,
going from one assembly of Ôammar to another boasting to every one that you
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took the companion of al-Janfåwi” said Xalaf. The two of them took their case to
five judges, and in every case al-Wajçån won and Xalaf lost yafiljuh al-Wajçån, for
actually Xalaf had no right. The trader heard that Xalaf was seeking retribution
so he came from Madinah and stayed with Xalaf to see the final outcome. Xalaf
was going back and forth from one camp to another trying to force al-Wajçån to
return what he took while the trader stayed in the tent with the old blind uncle of
Xalaf by the name of Çibhül. The blind uncle was constantly urging Xalaf not to
give up and exert more effort to force al-Wajçån to return the goods, claiming that
if he had his eyesight he would have quickly and forcibly settled the matter in
favor of the trader. Having despaired of getting retribution through the courts
aflas min darb al-˙agg, Xalaf quit the legal path a†-†alåyib and decided to take his
right with his arm bi-ƒråçuh . He had a famous and well known dagger called
Héfa. He went after al-Wajçån while he was sleeping at night with his wife, both
of them covered with a rug from the goods of the trader al-fød. Xalaf sneaked on
them, took the two ends of the rug and pierced it with Héfa which he plunged
down into the ground to the end of its handle. When al-Wajçån tried to get up in
the morning he was transfixed inside the cover. When he looked he saw Héfa
planted in the ground behind his head. Every one knew Héfa, the deeds of its
owner made it famous. Immediately al-Wajçån got up, brought all the fire wood he
had and built a big fire. When his people saw the bonfire they came running.
What is the matter? What is the matter? Asked every body. al-Wajçån showed
them Héfa and asked them: Do you all know this? Yes, this is Héfa, the dagger of
al-Janfåwi. I found it transfixed in my bed last night, do you know what this
means? Asked al-Wajçån. What does it mean? Asked every body. He answered
them: Xalaf says this night I pierce your rug and the next I pierce your ribs. The
problem will not end with me only. The whole tribe of al-Aslam will be embroiled
in this evil because of this trader. After all I am the one who shoved him down his
throat babbling in every assembly and claiming that I took the trader of alJanfåwi. Get up now one of you and seek him out, surely he will be alighting in
one of the tents near by, have him come over and let us settle this matter here and
now, I am ready to render him his right. Xalaf came and al-Wajçån proclaimed
that he will return what he took from the trader. At that time, when the raid
leader handed over his share of the booty yiddi, all the raiders with him were
obligated to do likewise.
# 13) Çubayyid: 280-1.
In 1328 A. H. Çawwåd b. Falå˙ aƒ-Ïwébi, a member of the paramount sheikhly
family of the beni Çamir section of the Óarb tribe, mounted his camel
accompanied by five of his men and headed for king Çabdalçazîz b. Saud in
Riyadh. On the way, he came across camels grazing in the inner desert far from
their owners, the ƒuwi Bdér section of the M†ér tribe, the people of M˙ammad b.
Óükih. aƒ-Ïwébi and his companions stopped and asked the camels’ herders for
camel milk, as is the custom of travelers in the desert. They all drank their full
and departed. No sooner had they disappeared from sight, raiders lead by Nåfil b.
˝mé∫, the sheikh of al-Bî∫ån subsection of the b. Çamir section of Óarb took the
camels. Only one young camel giçüd was left and one of the herders rode it full
speed after aƒ-Ïwébi to tell him that “mçazzbetak , ‘the camels from the
nourishing milk of which you drank’” were lifted by a man from your own tribe.
aƒ-Ïwébi rose up and demanded that his kin return the camels ¥år çala bin
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çammih. Nåfil said let us settle this according to the legal customs of Óarb, slüm
Óarb. aƒ-Ïwébi retorted: If I were to go with you to get mçazzbiti elli yan†if ∆årbi
min ˙alîbaha “the camel from whose milk my mustache is dripping” through slüm
˙arb ‘the customs of Óarb’, I will not be worth this cold ashes in the eyes of Óarb.
You must return the camels before I get up from my place. When Nåfil saw that
he was dead serious he returned the camels.
# 14) Fuhayd 1990: 24-5.
as-Seçîdi from al-Çi∫yån section of ar-Rügah was a famous raider. At a very old
age he married a young virgin but he died on the wedding night. Soon, the girl
married again and not long after that she gave birth to a son. When the son grew
up the children of as-Seçîdi claimed him to be their brother from their dead father,
but the husband of the girl claimed him to be his son. They decided to take their
case to ibn Áiçli, the tribal judge form Çtébah. They went to him and kept on
arguing in his tent all day without coming to a satisfactory judgment. The case
proved to be a hard nut to crack. Since the dead man suspected of being the real
father was a famous raid leader, ibn Áiçli decided to test the boy to see whether he
inherited the qualities of this supposed father. He told him to sneak on his
daughter and snatch one of the sheep and bring it over without her seing him or
knowing any thing about him. The boy crept like a wolf, seized the sheep, carried
it on his shoulder and brought it over to the tent, being careful in the meantime to
walk on rocks and not to step on soft grounds so as not to leave any tracks behind.
Only one time did he half step on the sand between two rocks leaving a mark of
half of his foot. It was around midday when the litigants had arrived to the tents
of ibn Áiçli. By that time, his daughter had already taken her sheep to pasture, so,
actually they did not see her and she did not see them. When she came back in the
evening, not knowing that her father was having guests, she told him that one of
the sheep was missing. The father said the sheep had no wings to fly, a wolf must
have snatched it, did you see any tracks? He asked her. She said: I only found half
a track concealed between two rocks. Was it the track of a wolf? asked her father.
She said: No, it was the track of a robust boy the progeny from the last drop of
semen wrung out of an old man born to a virgin girl a∫innih al-walad al-bitir
çßårat çødin fitar min bintin bi˚ir. This more or less settled the case in the mind
of ibn Áiçli. But to make sure, he told the litigants that he could not decide to
whom the boy belonged and the only solution he could come up with was to devide
the boy between them in two halves, each taking one half. Every time he fell on
the boy with the sword, the children of ibn Áiçli would throw themselves between
him and the sword trying to protect him. It became obvious that he was their
brother, otherwise, they would have not exposed themslves to such a great
danger.
# 15) Mårik 1963, 1: 57-92 + Ingham 1986: 55-62.
At one season, the northern tribes of Çnizih, Ôammar and a∫-¸efîr decided to go
˙afår w-defån, i. e. bury the hatchet, suspend all hostilities and blood debts adyån
and the likes and camp together near each other around a rainy pool and share
the plentiful and verdant pastures around it in a meadow which has been known,
since then, as Rø∫at al-adyån. It was agreed that none would violate this peaceful
agreement, and that al-byüt mafrü∆ih, meaning that no tent would offer asylum to
any one who would violate this agreement. However, when Måjid al-Ói¥rebi, a
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Ôammari, saw Mfawwiz at-Taj©îf, another Ôammari but from a different lineage,
who sometime back had killed his dixîl, he could not contain his rage, so he drew
his saber and cut Mfawwiz’s leg. Immediately, Måjid ran to the tent of ibn
Haƒƒål, the Çnizih sheikh, seeking refuge, but he was denied refuge as stipulated
by the tribal agreement for peaceful coexistence. He went to the tent of D©ayyim
b. Íwé†. Throughout the ages, aß-Íwé† never denied asylum to anyone, but what
are they to do about the peace agreement. Their shrewd mother came up with a
solution. When the agreement was concluded, the mother was absent on
pilgrimage with her own small tent bwét . That is to say, their mother and her
bwét were not present at the agreement, thus not part of the agreement and not
bound by it. So, Måjid was given refuge in her tent. Since then, aß-Íwé† are
proudly called hal al-bwét. This incident is over 200 years old, yet desert reciters
still sing the poem composed by Måjid panageryzing aß-Íwé† and vilifying ibn
Haƒƒål.
# 16) Çubayyid: 281.
One year during the time when Zåmil as-Slém was the amir of Çnézeh, it so
happened that God had sent copious rains, so farmers of the town rested their
well camels and sent them to pasture, including 16 camels belonging to R∆éd adD©é¥ir. It so happened that a raider by the name of Ôimrüx b. Íwayyån came over
the camels grazing in the desert and he snatched them. At that very same day, an
ibn çamm of this raider, his name was Çabdallh al-Jalåwi, was a guest in the
palace of Zåmil, the amir of Çnézeh, and he ate from the dates set aside for the
palace’s guests. When Zåmil learned that the camels of R∆éd ad-D©é¥ir were taken
by a raider who happened to be a cousin of his guest, he confronted the guest
demanding ida , i. e. that he should return the camels according to the rule of
mmåli˙ih, i. e. if X shares food or drink with Y, both are obligated to protect each
other from any harm coming to any of them from the other’s kin. The guest
protested saying that the dates he ate in the palace of Zåmil obligates him only to
return the property of Zåmil but not the camels of R∆éd since he was not his guest
and did not taste måla˙ his food. He could not go to his kin and demand from
them the return of the camel unless Zåmil could swear to him that the camels of
R∆éd yøm ßåbatha œirçatha inn fi ba†ni mil˙atha “when misfortune befell them
their salt was in my belly”. Only this way could Çabdallah go back to his kin and
repeat the same oath to them and demand from them to return the camels. Zåmil
did not know what to do, so he went to a town’s qadi by the name of Çali alM˙ammad who found the following way out. Since the dates in the palace come
from zakåt which is collected from all the farmers in the town and put all together
in the same storage, surely some of the dates come from the farm of R∆éd adD©é¥ir’s farm. Therefore, Zåmil could safely swear that when R∆éd’s camels were
taken, their mil˙ah was in the belly of Çabdallh.
# 17) Bulayhid 1972, 5: 193 + Fuhayd 1978: 143-4, 1995: 80-1 + Ingham1986: 80-5
+Çubayyid: 117.
Ínétån b. Nåyif b. Íwé†, sheikh of a∫-¸efîr killed his son who killed their tent
neighbor gißîr. Çabdallh b. Htémi b. Mandîl from the beni Xålid tribe, was a tent
neighbor to ibn Íwé†. This Çabdallh was a successful raider who lead his troops in
every direction and always came back with booty. So, he was adored by beni Xålid
and a∫-¸efîr both who followed him wherever he went. In one of his raids he was
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accompanied by Îåri, the young son of Ínétån b. Íwé†. The custom then was that
when a raid leader intends to set out on a raid, he designates a rendezvous,
usually a watering place. When the troops gather together, the leader mounts his
camel and starts marching, and whoever wants to join him follows him. The raid
leader is called al-mnawwix al-m¥awwir “he who commands the troops to couch
their camels ‘for resting’ and rouse them ‘for marching’”. To follow the commander
çaœîd in this fashion is to accept his authority and submit completely to his
commands. The troops must follow the orders of their commander and accept his
decisions, especially when it comes to dividing the spoils. On the way, Çabdallh b.
Mandîl and Îåri b. Íwé† started bickering about leadership; whenever Îåri
roused his mount and started to march, no one would follow him. Every body
preferred to follow ibn Mandîl. The situation got worse when it was time to divide
the booty. Îåri wanted an equal share with the commander, being the son of a
paramount sheikh, while ibn Mandîl would give him only the share of a regular.
After coming back from the raid victorious with plenty of camels as booty, ibn
Mandîl went to the tent of the sheikh to greet him and tell him about the raid.
They were sitting by the hearth talking jovially and amiably. Seeing this, the
young boy was envious and he could not contain the jealousy in his heart. The
devil came near to him and whispered in his ears: How could you let this stranger
lead your people, a∫-¸efîr, why not kill him and take his place? He was tempted by
the devil, went to his tent, which was right in front of his father’s, picked up his
gun, aimed at ibn Mandîl and shot him dead. The last words uttered by ibn
Mandîl before he died were jårekum çala nårekum “your neighbor killed on your
hearth”. Ínétån b. Íwé†, The father of the killer, was an old man. When he saw
this and heard the women of beni Xålid wailing their dead man, he called his
younger brother, Ómüd b. Íwé† and said to him: Kill the boy right now or I will
kill myself, I cannot bear hearing the xåldiyyåt ladies crying their dead man
without our women joining them, kill the boy and let the women wail jointly. He
insisted that his brother kill his son immediately saying he did not want this to be
a black spot in the history of the tribe.
Years later, after Ínétån died and his brother Ómüd became the sheikh of the
tribe, the invincible combined force of ibn Re∆îd, the amir of Hayil, and ibn
Siçdün, the sheikh of al-Mintifig tribe, attacked a∫-¸efîr. They took the best
camels in the herds of their tent neighbors from al-Klaxah section of Óarb. When
the old man Çgüb b. Çafnån b. Íwé† heard that the camels of their tent neighbors
were confiscated and that they were not able to defend them he shouted his war
cry ana Íwé†i “I am Íwé†i” and died instantly out of grief.
# 18) Çubayyid: 343-5.
I will mention to the readers a story which I know of personally that happened to
a man from our town Çnézeh called Slémån al-Giblån, he is dead now may God
have mercy on his soul. In 1316 A. H. he took some money and he went to buy
camels from Çtébah accompanied by an escort from ar-Rügah section of Çtébah,
the people of ibn Rbéçån. He was also accompanied by a M†éri man by the name of
Mçalli¥ b. Çnézån. He bought around fifty camels and was left with 600 riyals. He
kept roaming the desert looking for camels to buy. One night he slept in the open
desert and not in a bedouin camp. The M†éri decided to kill Slémån al-Giblån and
his other companions; Çabdallh a†-ˇåsån and the Ç†ébi escort. In the middle of
the night, the M†éri killed the two companions; Çabdallh b. ˇåsån and the Ç†ébi.
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Slémån al-Giblån woke up horrified and attempted escape. The M†éri caught up
with him and stabbed him with a knife and left him thinking that he was dead
like the others. He turned around and saddled the mount of Slémån, knowing that
it was the fleetest and the best one of the camel mounts. He loaded the money on
it and escaped under the cover of darkness, leaving behind the tethered camels
and their saddles laying on the ground. As for Slémån, he was covered with blood
from the stabs of the knife. He crawled to a nearby cave totally confounded. He
stayed in the cave two days and two nights. After two days God ordained that a
migrating camp from the Rügah of Çtébah searching for pasture for their herds
came upon the tethered camels, some of which had already cut their tethers. They
collected the camels and the saddles scattered on the ground and they found the
two dead men. When they looked inside the cave, they saw a man alive. They
went to him and carried him with them and saved his life. They gave him water
and food. He related that when he was in the cave, the thing that protected him
from wolves circling round him at night was the gunpowder he had with him (It is
believed that wolves scare away from the smell of gun powder). As for the
treacherous M†éri who killed the men and stole the money and the camel mount,
he fled and did not go to his own tribe. Instead, he went to live with the Óarb tribe
camped north of Madinah. When his brother and his cousins heard of what he had
done with his travelling companions, they rode on six mounts and went looking for
him. Their elder kibîr was a cousin of his called ˝åzi b. ¸abçån. They found him
and they told him the opposite of what had happened. They told him that the two
men did not die but they were still living and that the third man was also alive
and he was with his family in Çnézeh. Therefore, there was no reason any more
for Mçalli¥ to remain in exile in a foreign land but he should return to his kith and
kin. They promised him that they would protect him and that they would help
him settle this matter so that he and they could live the rest of their lives in peace
with no fear of retaliation. They kept trying to convince him in this fashion till
finally he was induced to go with them and they left together. When they came to
their people who were camped at the wells of Áirb, his brother brought a black
donkey, got hold of his brother, tied his hands, carried him on the back of the
black donkey, tied his legs from beneath the belly of the donkey, painted his face
black with ashes from the fire place and drove him round the tents crying: This is
the punishment of the treacherous. He did this for a long time, then he shot him
dead. He peeled the skin of his face with eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and all. He
saddled the stolen camel of Slémån al-Giblån and rode it after he hung on its neck
the peeled skin of the face and headed for Çnézeh. Lo and behold, he couched the
camel at the door of Giblån, the father of Sléman al-Giblån with the six hundred
riyals in full. The money was not spent because the perpetrator had deposited it
with an old woman of his people and they found it all with nothing missing.
Slémån took the money and the camel. The M†éri man said: This is punishment
for the treacherous and I did this to exonerate myself before you, people of
Çnézeh. Slémån thanked him and rewarded him.
# 19) Mårik 1936, 4: 51-56 + Fuhayd 1995: 29 + Çubayyid: 345.
This incident happened in 1326. A. H. A Ç†ébi man called Çwéhån aß-Íill from the
people of ibn Rbéçån sneaked at night to steal from a camp belonging to al-Aslam
from Ôammar tribe, as was the custom of the bedouin then. He stole a horse from
them. On the way back, he chanced upon a man from M†ér tribe, by the name of
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Ïçår the son of Nima∆ b. Diçsån ad-Dé˙åni, from ad-Deyå˙în section of M†ér.
They travelled together and passed by az-Zelfi, the well known town. They
alighted by the residence of the town amir M˙ammad ar-Re∆îd al-Bdå˙. They
were his guests that night and they spent the night there. In the morning, they
continued their journey leading their horse. When they reached a place called a∫¸wé˙i, they slept together and the horse with them. When the Ç†ébi was fast
asleep, the M†éri got up, picked up a huge boulder and landed it on the head of the
Çtébi, thus melting his brains and he died instantly. The M†éri lead the horse and
fled to his people and told them that he lifted it from Ôammar. Naturally, the
M†éris were proud of the feat, not knowing the real story, and they started to
boast of it. When the Ôammaris heard of it they told the M†éris that they had no
reason to be proud for this horse which their youth stole under the cover of
darkness was actually the colt of a horse belonging originally to one of the Dü∆ån,
the paramount sheikhs of M†ér, which a Ôammari knight had felled and took from
under him in the battle field. Hearing of this, ad-Dü∆ån said they were entitled to
the horse and demanded that the youth surrender it. They took it because in
tribal customs such a horse, when it returns through any means to the tribe from
which it was taken, goes back to its original owner. As for the Çtébi man, when a
long time passed and he did not return to his people, they started looking for him
everywhere. When they came to az-Zelfi, the amir of the town assured them that
their son was seen in the company of a M†éri man and that the two of them were
his guests not long ago. The amir went with the men from Çtébah following the
tracks of the two till they found their dead man. When the perpetrator saw that
his hideous act has spread among all tribes, he fled to Kuwait. The family of the
M†éri boy were despised and shunned by the whole of their tribe and no one would
talk to them or eat with them or intermarry with them. They were compelled to
move to the town of Çnézeh to avoid the scorn of their kin. The father entrusted
one of his other sons to go look after the culprit and kill him wherever he finds
him. When he found his brother, he assured him that they had already paid blood
money for the dead Ç†ébi and that he should go back with him to their people
since the case has been settled and he had nothing to fear. He kept urging his
brother to go back with him to see his old father who is yearning to see him till
finally he agreed. As soon as they got out of Kuwait, he killed him as punishment
for his perfidious deed and for treachery against his road companion who trusted
him. He cut his head and carried it with him. When he reached the tribal territory
of M†ér, he went straight to the tent of ad-Duwî∆, the paramount sheikh of M†ér,
and threw the head of his brother in the tribal majlis in order to prove that he did
what is necessary to absolve the family of the deed of his brother. So is the
ultimate reward of treachery. After doing that, the father now turned to ad-Duwî∆
demanding that he should hand him back the horse to deliver to the family of the
original thief, because events having turned out the way they did, ad-Duwî∆ no
longer had any legal claim over the horse. When the family of the murdered Ç†ébi
man received the horse, they raised a white flag for the M†éri father during the
Hajj season for three consecutive years. The father composed a poem concerning
the event addressed to one of his grandsons urging him when he grows up to be an
upright and honorable man.
# 20) Fuhayd 1985: 56.
Nwé∆i b. Nå∆i al-Gubç from al-Mi∆åçlah section of beni Çamir branch of Óarb
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tribe had a xawi from ƒuwi Bdér section of M†ér by the name of al-Ytayyim. Some
members of Nwé∆i’s kin killed his xawi. When he knew of this he hid in a cave and
started to waylay and hunt the men of his kin with his gun. He killed several of
them one after the other and they were not able to overpower him. He struck
terror in their hearts so their notables sent him a message giving him their word
of honor and granting him safety to come and settle the case legally and promised
to pay blood money for the xawi. Some time later, after the matter was settled,
Nwé∆i was riding with his uncle Mi†lag and they passed by the place where the
xawi was killed. The uncle pointed with his hand to the place saying to Nwé∆i;
this is the place where we killed your xawi who caused us all these tragedies. The
uncle said that supposing that the case has been closed already. Nwé∆i, who did
not know till then that his uncle participated in the killing, said; tell me uncle,
what did he say before you killed him? All he said was I am the xawi of Nwé∆i.
Nwé∆i said; uncle, I must cut your hand which pointed to his place. Many poems
were composed praising Nwé∆i for his action.
# 21) al-Ji∆∆ 1983: 1213-6.
A quarrel erupted between two sections of al-J∆ü∆ lineage from M†ér which led to
one man of them being killed by another. The killer, named Mibri˚, and his
immediate kin sought refuge with al-Biyå∆a from Çtébah to escape from Rzé©, the
brother of the murdered man, who sought Mibri˚ to kill him in revenge. After
sometime, al-Biyå∆a wanted to send a caravan to bring them provision and the
path of this caravan passed through the territory of al-J∆ü∆. To avoid being
waylaid by al-J∆ü∆, al-Biyå∆a accompanied with them Mibri˚ to serve as their
road companion xawi against his people, the same al-J∆ü∆ from whom he had fled.
a∆-Ôalål˙ah, another M†éri lineage closely related to al-J∆ü∆ and their neighbors,
attacked al-Biyå∆a caravan and plundered it and killed Mibri˚, thinking that alJ∆ü∆ will not rise up to avenge his death and the violation of his face, since he was
a wanted fugitive. But al-J∆ü∆ rose up and forced a∆-Ôalål˙ah to surrender the
plundered caravan. Later, Rzé© al-Ji∆∆, the same Rzé© mentioned above whose
brother was killed by Mibri˚ and from fear of whom Mibri˚ had fled to al-Biyå∆a,
joined a major raid lead by several sheikhs from various sections of M†ér. On that
raid, he saw among the raiders Íåli˙ aƒ-Ïhébi, the commander of the raid that
had plundered al-Biyå∆a and killed Mibri˚. In a fit of rage, Rzé© attacked Íåli˙
and killed him in front of every body telling them that he was simply taking
revenge for the murder of Mibri˚ and the violation of his face. Rzé© hunted the
other Ôalål˙ah raiders and killed several of them. The Ôalål˙ah in turn started
hunting al-J∆ü∆. This bloody strife went on till finally the leading men of the two
sections put an end to it through mlåda, which is to find for every dead man on
one side an equal man from the other side and the difference is paid for.
# 22) Çåyid b. Fahad b. D©ayyim ar-Ribü∫/ al-Jåbriyyih/ 14-10-1404 A. H.
Çlüm ad-Drébsi, rider of al-Ò˙ala, al-Ò˙ala was his camel mount, from adDaråbsih from a¥-Ánayyån from az-Zmél. He was an audacious and brave man
and he tended to transgress. He had a relative called H†élån who was a week man
and Çlüm tried to step over him and take away his camels. He wanted to inherit
him while he was still living. He said to him: You are alone with no one to inherit
you, I am your heir. He wanted to take his camels while he was still alive, a sort of
contempt. H†élån drove his camels to Mnawwix b. ˝åzi ar-Ribü∫ and put them
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under his protection. Mnawwix said to Çlüm: Beware that H†élån had put his
camels under my protection, do not come near them; if you have any legal claim
over them, take your case to the judges and get them through this means,
otherwise, keep away from them. Mnawwix and his cousins were bedouins
camped with as-Salmån bedouins north of an-Nifüd by al-Ózül and ad-Drébsi was
camped near Hayil, by the settlements of al-Ófér and Gna. ˝åzi, the old father of
Mnawwix, was a farmer in al-Ófér. Çlüm came to the old man, ˝åzi, the father of
Mnawwix and said to him: Why don’t you and your son leave me alone with my
relative, why do you interfere between us? Tell this obstinate son of yours to stay
away from me. The old man said: What are you talking about? Çlüm told him
what happened and complained to him about his son. ˝åzi said: Go to hell you
and your confounded relative, you can eat your H†élån from head to toe, he is not
under our protection taråna nåf∫înin çanuh wala hu b-wajhana. As soon as he
heard this, Çlüm charged at H†élån and snatched his camels. Then, he left al-Ófér
and camped with as-Swéd section of Ôammar seeking their protection from
Mnawwix and his cousins up north. Çlüm knew that in reality ˝åzi has no right
to revoke the protection, only mçagüd ar-ridin could do it. This mçagüd ar-ridin is
the one to whom the person seeking assistance comes, ties the end of his head
dress or lappet of his shirt and ask for his protection. When Mnawwix learned of
what happened he sent a message to Çlüm telling him either to return to H†élån
his camels or bear the consequences. He threatened him with an early morning
attack or an attack late in the day if he did not. Mnawwix rode with seven of his
cousins from al-Ózül in the north seeking Çlüm with as-Swéd. He could not locate
him and as-Swéd drove him away since Çlüm was under their protection. They
said to Mnawwix, we will not allow you to attack him but we can arrange for you
to settle this legally. Mnawwix and his relatives attacked the camels of Çlüm.
They found them with the herder named as-Siçîrih, a cousin of Çlüm. M†alliœ b.
Ówédi ar-Ribü∫ cut his nose and they tried to drive away with the camels but they
abandoned them after they saw the men of as-Swéd coming after them. The next
spring ar-Ribü∫ and his cousins sought Çlüm and attacked him at a∆-Ôåmåt near
Zerüd. Çlüm rode his horse and ran away leaving his camel herd. They took the
herd, including the camels of H†élån and they sought refuge with ibn Rmål. When
they came to ibn Rmål he told them that Çlüm had already sought refuge with
him before they did and he offered to settle their dispute legally, face to face. They
agreed intending really to kill Çlüm as soon as he comes out and they see him.
But the shrewd ibn Rmål had already tricked them and took their guns from their
mounts and deposited them in the women’s section of the tent. When they saw
that their plan to kill Çlüm was foiled, they told ibn Rmål that they do not wish
either to see Çlüm or to settle the matter legally. Ibn Rmål said: The camels are
put in my face, customs do not allow for you to take the camels of your cousin
Çlüm, but you can take the camels of H†élån which are in your face and go. They
took the camels and left. Mnawwix said: It is not enough for me to get back the
camels of H†élån, I must deliver seven morning attacks against Çlüm aßabb˙uh
sabiç taßbî˙åt to clear my face. The next year, Mnawwix was told that Çlüm was
grazing his camels in a∫-¸harih, up north, with his herder al-Hnédi ad-Drébsi, his
cousin. So, Mnawwix rode with his cousins and attacked him in the morning. They
found him lying in the shade of his cloak which he put up with his camel stick. His
camels were lying near him and his horse was tethered with iron shackles. They
drew the plan of attack carefully, Çlüm was not a man to be taken lightly. Four of
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them charged at him; ˝aßîbih, Çåyish, Ôåyim and M†alliœ. Çåyish fired at him but
missed and hit the cloak. When he saw that there was no escape for him, he
raised his hand crying: Fear God, cut my hand and save my life. He knew that,
according to custom, that was the proper thing to do and the only way he could
save his life. ˝aßîbih, the brother of Mnawwix had a sword, so he slit his palm
right between the middle fingers. They also cut his nose and wounded him on the
face and left. They said: We took our right and whitened our face. Since then arRib∫ån were called mça††rt al-wajh “perfumers of the face”, because it takes three
morning attacks ¥alå¥ taßbî˙åt, hawyåt to scent the face according to the
customary law of the tribes. ˝åzi b. Dhåm ar-Ribü∫ composed a poem celebrating
these events.
# 23) Dbés b. Mhalhil b. Çlewi al-Çlayyåni/ al-Miçtar∫ih/ 12-10-1405 A. H.
In the old days, when a foreign tribe wanted to pasture their camel herds in the
territory of another tribe, the sheikh of the host tribe would charge a sheep on
every tent of the foreign tribe, this they called the grazing sheep ∆åt ar-ritçih. At
that time, Çabdih had only one sheikh authorized to take the grazing sheep, he
was ibn Ôrém from al-Y˙aya. When a foreign tribe paid the sheep it was received
by the sheikh ibn Ôrém. Above that, the other sheikh, ibn Çali, sheikh of al-Jçafar,
also was authorized to take a sheep. Then there was this raid leader from arRwalah by the name of ibn Mil˙åg who kept harassing al-Y˙aya incessantly. Ibn
Ôrém swore that should he get hold of him he would kill him. Eventually, ibn
Ôrém caught ibn Mil˙åg and he tethered him in his tent as a prisoner. His brother
came asking for his release and he offered ibn Ôrém 20 camels for the freedom of
his brother. ibn Ôrém refused and the Rwéli kept raising the ransom up to 80
camels but still ibn Ôrém won’t budge. The Rwéli was alighting in the tent of ibn
Ôrém as a guest while this negotiation was going on. At one time, when everybody
was away and the Rwéli was alone in the tent with his brother, he kept asking
him about the tents: Whose tent is this one and whose tent is that one and that
other one, wanting to know which one belongs to the strongest party so he can
find a way to put his brother in their face. The prisoner told his brother to seek
the face of al-Jeri, since they were the strongest and most numerous. He told his
brother: I heard them when the assembly gathered and talks exchanged and
danger loomed, those al-Jeri and ad-D©éråt shouted the same war cry and they
defended each other; they had the same grandmother (meaning their two xåmis
grandfathers were full brothers). When the men of the camp were away on some
business, the brother took the opportunity and stole a big bundle of woolen
thread, then he tied one end of the thread to the hand of his brother and the other
end to the middle pole of the tent of ibn Wåbil from ål Jeri. When ål Jeri came and
saw this, they went to ibn Ôrém demanding that he should release the prisoner
who became their dixîl. ibn Ôrém told them: Damn your father, I will not release
him, you know how much harm he had done to us, if I were to release him I would
have released him when his brother offered to pay me 80 camels. You must
release him. By God I will not release him. So, men charged at men mi∆at al-˚råm
çala l-˚råm and a big battle, a slaughter took place between them in the valley of
Dwayyir, south of Yå†ib, east of Hayil. Xalaf b. Ôrém was killed that day while
riding his camel and ibn Mil˙åg was released. Later in the summer, they settled
this matter through payment of blood money for the dead and indemnity for the
injured tawådaw . Since that battle manåx , Çabdih split into four groups, each
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with its own sheep to receive for gißrih from their tent neighbors from other
tribes; one sheep for ibn Ôrém, sheikh of al-Y˙aya, one sheep for ibn Sçayyid,
sheikh of ad-D©éråt, one sheep for ibn Jadiy, sheikh of al-çAfårît and one sheep
for ibn Çali, sheikh of al-Jçafar.
# 24) Dbés b. Mhalhil al-Çlewi/ al-Miçtar∫ih/ 12-10-1405 A. H.
Fné†il al-Wlé©i from al-Bré˚ section of al-Xreßih from Ôammar exchanged his
sister named Sarah in marriage with a man from the sheikhly family of al-Jirbån
who gave him in exchange his sister named Zirîfih. al-Jirbån were not pleased
that a commoner çwéndi should marry their sister. They attacked the camel herd
of al-Wlé©i and cut the limbs of nearly 25 of them çaggarøhin. In retaliation, he
charged at one of their men and cut his penis. After that, he sought asylum with
his own kin but they refused to grant him asylum. They said if you had killed one
man or even ten men we would grant you asylum, but what you have done is a
flagrant disregard of all established norms, not even Jews and Christians would
do what you have done. So, he sought refuge with ad-D©éråt in Mesopotamia,
their sheikh then was Hazzåç ebu Kaddå∆ ibn Hi¥mi. They met him, my own
father Mhalhil was with them that day, and granted him asylum. He raised a
white flag for them in appreciation and composed a poem praising ad-D©éråt and
defaming his own people al-Bré˚ for refusing to protect him.
# 25) Dbés b. Mhalhil al-Çlewi/ al-Miçtar∫ih/ 12-10-1405 A. H.
al-Ósén and al-˝awånim were allied against al-˝yi¥ih and al-Çlayyån who were
also allied with one another. But, of course, both belonged to Çabdih tribe. Sakrån
ibn Çitga, called ebu Jøxatén, was the chief of al-Hitmül from al-Ósén. He
imposed xåwih, took ixt, from such vassal tribes as Htém, Ôaråråt and aß-Ílebih;
who were called çawaj daxxån. A raid from Htém, or maybe it was from a∆Ôaråråt attacked al-˝yi¥ih but al-˝yi¥ih routed them and took their mounts. A
party of riders on 25 camel mounts from al-Ósén lead by Sakrån ibn Çitga came to
al-˝yi¥ih demanding that they should return the camels of their protégés ixt. The
law of xåwih stipulates that Sakrån should see to it that the camels of his
protégés are returned when they are taken by any member of al-˝yi¥ih tribe. Al˝yi¥ih and al-Çlayyån, who were then camped near Møgag on this side, drove
away Sakrån and refused to give him back the camels claiming that the camels
were måçir, ˚a∆∆åfat fixƒ, i. e. attacked them in broad daylight, hence they are not
bound to return them, because the xuwwah commitment does not cover such
cases. al-Ósén left al-˝yi¥ih and rode away. On the way they came upon Íbé˙ b.
Íirrån from al-Çlayyån, whom they found with his women cooking milk to make
dry cheese patties ig†. They took Íbé˙, threw him in the boiling milk and he died.
They did that in a sort of retaliation against al-˝yi¥ih and al-Çlayyån who refused
to return back to them their ixt . After that, they passed by a fellow from atTrébån called D©ayyim al-Manårih who was camping on the other side of Jarrår.
After they partook of his hospitality, they wanted to rest but D©ayyim warned
Sakrån: Lo Sakrån, a man who cooked his kin in the boiling cheese should not
rest, I advise you to flee from your enemy deep in the desert ∆ibrin mn al-béda
ni˚ådin la-l-çda. Sakrån said his men were tired and they wished to sleep tonight
and early tomorrow morning they will take al-Misli˚ih road through Íé˙ån. AlÇlayyån and al-˝yi¥ih heard of this and they waylaid them in al-Misli˚ih. Sakrån
and his party, not knowing that their enemies were lying in wait for them, got up
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in the morning and left. When they passed through al-Misli˚ih Sakrån was
singing: My yearning to see Dalha is the yearning of a man with a broken leg
whose shin is shattered in small bits. Fa∫l b. Fåli˙ al-˝é¥i heard him sing the line
and took this for an omen, so he asked his companions to leave him to him to
shoot him. Fa∫il shot Sakrån and killed him instantly and al-Ósén were
thoroughly routed and killed them, all of them. The people of al-Manårih, atTrébån drove the mounts of the dead men and delivered them to al-Ósén who
were camped near Rkån close to Hayil. After this incident al-Ósén fled to al-Hasa
and stayed there nearly 15 years. After that, one spring al-Ósén came all the way
from al-Hasa and attacked al-Çlayyån and al-˝yi¥ih at Sagf and killed their camel
herds. At that time, the territory of al-Çlayyån and al-˝yi¥ih was desiccated and
they sought pasture with al-Çamüd from al-Xreßih tribe from Ôammar, according
to the custom of çimlih whereby you buy the right to graze in the territory of
another tribe and for that you pay one sheep for every tent. Ibn Çamüd then was
the man who directed where the camels to graze and which direction to go every
day. Before the day of attack, al-Ósén sent secretly to ibn Çamüd and induced him
to separate al-˝yi¥ih from al-Çlayyån. Ibn Çamüd duped al-Çlayyån and induced
them to send their herds with only few herders with no guards in the direction of
Íbé˙a hill near Sagf where al-Ósén were hiding to attack them. So, al-Ósén killed
the herders in revenge for their dead years ago. It is said, though sometimes
people exaggerate and it is hard to believe every thing you hear- it is said that the
dead in that battle on both sides were 82, while some say the dead totalled 40. So,
they decided to put an end to the strife between them legally. Ôammar sheikhs,
including Ía˙an b. Çali, Hijhüj b. Rmål, Òtåb b. ˇwålih, and ar-R¥éç b. Sçayyid
and other sheikhs from all Ôammar tribes gathered to help settle this dispute.
Those judges and sheikhs built an isolated camp on the side of Dém hill near ebu
Nimir, away from the main camp, to be away from the reckless and heedless.
They started to balance their dead ytalådøn, al-mlåda is to find for every dead
man on one side an equal man from the other side, a worthy man for a worthy
man and a lesser man for a lesser man, and the difference is paid for in blood
money or camels.
# 26) Sålim b. Ía˙an b. Rixîß/ Óafar ibn Rixîß/ 9-10-1405 A. H.
It is related that ibn Óißin, a shiekh from the Xreßih section of Ôammar
confederacy, asked men in his majlis: Who is the most hospitable man in Najd?
They said: Aß-Íélewån in the town of Møgag. And who is the most tenacious
pursuer of his right w -mn agßa an -nås çala ˙agguh? Was his second question.
Ri∆îd ibn Rixîß, his companions told him. He decided to find out for himself. So, he
told all the men of his tribe to ride their mounts pretending to go on a raid. He
headed for Møgag and alighted with all the men of his large party on aß-Íélewån.
aß-Íélewån slaughtered all his goats and sheep and well camels and he ordered
his women to grind all the corn they had. He borrowed cooking utensils,
cauldrons, and trays from his neighbors and asked their women to help with the
cooking. He served the meal to his guests in huge trays which he arranged in
several rows. There were so many of them that there were some trays with only
one or two persons setting on them. After dining and resting, ibn Óißin and his
army headed for ibn Rixîß after aß-Íélewån filled their camel bags with dates for
provision. When they approached ibn Rixîß’ place in a rugged terrain, they met his
son ˇlås grazing his goats and sheep. They took by force one goat which they
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killed and ate. The boy went to his father and told him what happened. “Of
course, they had to do that and they were not to be blamed for it since you did not
invite them to come to have their food here in our tent”, the old man told his boy.
“But I did invite them”, the boy said. “And what did they say when you invited
them? The father asked. “They said by God we will not come after a lizard clung to
a crevice in his cleft wallah ma ˙innåb mdawwrînin lina ∫abbin låßœin luh b-∆åtb”.
Hearing this, Ri∆îd took his spear and followed them. When he reached their camp
he headed for the camel herd of ibn Óißin and stabbed two pregnant camels called
al-Óréda and ¸îrih. Each time he stabbed a camel he shouted aba a¥-¥uwåriyyåt
çanzi “this is in revenge for my goat”. Before he could do any more harm to the
herd, men came after him and chased him away. He ran to the tent of ål Råji˙ and
sought refuge with them. The men of ål Råji˙ were seven brothers. They were not
in the tent at that time but their women chased away the men from their dixîl
shouting: Behind you, go back, this is the tent of ål Råji˙, you know the men of ål
Råji˙, they will come after you if you harm our dixîl. The men stopped and one of
the women went and marked where they stood. When the ål Råji˙ brothers came,
they found that the women had taken one of the front poles and let down the front
of the tent. This is a sign that their face was violated wajhehum mashüj. Raise the
tent confounded woman, what is wrong with you? Shouted the elder brother. The
woman said: If the tent belongs to real men, they should raise it; I will not raise
the tent till you rise to the defence of its dixîl and retaliate for the violation of its
precinct. To decide whether the precinct of the tent was violated, the judges
decreed that a young vigorous man should stand at the outside end of the tent
rope and throw a camel stick as far as he could. If it lands where the pursuers
stopped or beyond that then “your face is considered violated f-huw z˙im
wajhakum”. The stick landed short of where the men stopped. Then the men went
back to business and started to butcher the wounded camels. When the meat was
cut and the camels quartered ål Råji˙ told Ri∆îd to go get their share of the
slaughter. It is an established right of ål Råji˙ that they have the hind quarter of
any animal slaughtered in the camp. Ri∆îd was afraid and he was reluctant to go
but they assured him that nothing would befall him and that he would be quite
safe as their dixîl. Being dreaded men themselves, no one dares transgress their
countenance. In the evening, when a public meal was prepared from the meat of
the slaughtered camels for all men of the camp, ål Råji˙ joined the feast with their
dixîl beside them and no one dared look him in the eye. After dinner, when dark
fell Ri∆îd wanted to depart and go home under the cover of darkness to avoid
revenge by ibn Óißin. But ål Råji˙ insisted that he wait till tomorrow morning and
that he would leave in broad daylight. In the morning, Ri∆îd departed and while
walking through the camp of ibn Óißin he shouted: Praise God, I beseech you in
the name of the Lord any one of you men who ate from my goat to come forward
and admit it. At that time, of course, people feared God and if you ask any one in
the name of the Lord to tell the truth he would surely tell it. Ibn ˝råb answered
back to Ri∆îd: Sweet is the name of the Lord ˙ayy ƒi˚r allah, by God when we
were eating someone handed me a piece of meat and I think it is from the flesh of
your goat. Ri∆îd said to him: I hold you accountable and you must recompense me
for it. Summer came before ibn ˝råb recompensed Ri∆îd for his goat. When alXreßih came to spend the summer near Møgag, Ri∆îd took his spear and stabbed
the horse of ibn ˝råb. Men came after him and he ran away before he could pull
out his spear and he left it stuck inside the lung of the horse. He jumped on top of
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a high wall and cried to ibn ˝råb: Look here you, you must deliver to me my spear
or I will hold you accountable for it. Later, ibn ˝råb sent his spear back to him.
Ri∆îd composed a poem celebrating the event which is still recited by bedouin
råwis.
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